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ALBUQUERQUE. NEW MEXICO. WEDNESDAY KVEN1NG. FEBRUARY
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Now Has All His

Dolmas Demanded Charge of
Case on Pain of His
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Southern Pacific Is Probable In Effort to Control Rloprande
Outcome of Investby Supporting Appropriigation
ation Bill.
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COMMISSIONS

MEASURE CARRIES BY HIS

WORK

MAGNIFICENT EFFORTS

Nore Than $62,000 For Indian Railroads Take Proper Step to Ruppe Objects to Graft Being Cut
Make People Pay Advanced
School and Inmates Here
Off From Members of the
Legislature.
Albuquerque.
Wages
Employes.
at
of

Judge Overrules Jerome's Objections-Dramatic
Scene In Court
on Delmas' Demand.

Santa Fe, Feb. C. Councllmaa '
Sulzer of Bernilillo county yesterday
opening of the Thaw case centered in
Introduced council bill No, 12, tor the
Improvement of the Rio Grande, bat
maneuvers of the counsel for the dewhich was really an appropriation ot
fense, who was dissatisfied at the
$8,008 for the strengthening of th
manner In which Oleason conducted
dykes to protect the city of Albuthe case yesterday. As soon as the
querque together with the farm
case was opened Delmas had assumed
charge. It was said that Delmas denorth and south of the city, from the
completed proposition to Secretary
livered an ultimatum that he would
annual spring floods, which have
Taft, this being the last day of grace
often and so long threatened the city
withdraw from the case unless given
allowed by the president since the
and its tributary .territory.
a free hand to conduct the case in the
conference held at the white house,
fight for Thaw's life.
January 27, between Oliver, the
Mr. Sulser explained1 the bill and
Benjamin Bowman, doorkeeper nt
IS
president, Taft and others.
asked for suspension of rules to seIt
the Garden theater, was the first witcure Immediate action, as the flood
not expected that the decision will
ness. "Few nights after Christmas,"
season would soon be on hand.
rendered today by the executive,
be
he said, "Stanford White came up to
President Spiess of the council callcareful examination will be
that
but
me after the show and wanted to
ed Councilman Carl A. Dalles to the
to determine whether any of
made
know if Miss Nesbit had gone home.
chair and took the floor In favor of
the bids shall be accepted or whether
I told him she had. ' He replied:
since sailing Monday night. Both are the government shall continue to dig
the bill. Mr. Spiess made an able and
liar.' I told him to
'You are a
believed to be held In Ice fields. Each the canal.
convincing speech, as he always does
JONES. HE MUST PAY
E
CHANG
F
BY
EARTHQUAKE
go back upon the stage and see for
has passenger list numbering thirty
ALL FREIGHT CHARGES. on any subject he may chose to
Record-Herald
himself. When he returned, as he
to forty persons.
New lands Wants Patents Issued.
Chicago, Feb. 6. The
handle. He showed the Importance
passed me he pulled a pistol from
Washington,
Senator
Feb.
today says:
of the effort to protect one of the finhis pocket and muttered 'I'll kill that
Newlands, In the committee on pubBy action taken yesterday the rail- est parts of the Rio Grande valley.
MADE IN NEW
IS
SAN
SIGNAL SERVICE WILL
daylight'
". The
before
lands, today offered a resolution roads of the country have paved the and paid a fitting tribute to the city
MAKE BALLOON EXPERIMENTS lic
the
witness said he communicated
for the appointment of a committee way to drag back to their coffers the ot Albuquerque, which single handed
Al6.
Washington,
General
Feb.
threat to Thaw.
of five senators, with the request of millions they recently handed to em- and alone had fought the devouring
len, chief signal olflcer of the army, the house to appoint a similar c re- ployes In the way of Increased wages. floods for twenty years, and had
YEARSISLAND
Witness
exmaking
most
preparations
is
for
mittee, to confer with the president The shipper is to pay, if the vote now borne the costs of the fight Invaded
Bowman
On
tensive experiments with balloons, find the secretary of the Interior for being taken affirms the proposition by the territory. He spoke from persaid the Incident occurred on Christaeroplanes,
view
airships
a
and
with
the purpose of finding means to end to Increase the minimum load in sonal knowledge and with an enthumas eve, 1903. He said further he
system of aerial the deadlock In the matter of Issuing freight
cars. It Is difficult to esti- siasm born of admiration for the un
told White Miss Nesbit had gon- They Are on Way to Washing- One Killed and Thirteen In to settling on some army.
Experinavigation
for
the
patents for land.
He argued that mate how much this will Increase the aided fight Albuquerque had waged.
White did not
home with Thaw.
will
ments
Omaha,
at
held
be
Fort
ton to Confer With Presirailroads, but lr inc He opposed the placing of the apthe controversies that have arisen revenue
mention Thaw by name when ho
jured in Disastrous
just outside of Omaha, and $60,000 have Injured the development of the minimum ofis Increased 10 per cent it propriation In charge of the territor
made the threat of killing.
purappropriated
been
this
has
for
west.
It was, finally agreed to ap- is estimated that It will mean over ial Irrigation engineer, but contended
dent on Jap Question.
Boston Fire.
Witness Withdrawn.
pose. The date has not yet been point a committee to consider the $100,000,000 annually.
Traffic men that those who had met the Issues of
William C. Howard, a piano dealer,
set. Allen said today he believed general subject of revision of the land declare that while the size of freight threatened Inundation
for twentysucceeded Bowman upon the stand.
country was far ahead of any laws and to leave to this committee cars has been Increased two and even years, knevt the most about the prob
this
TWO CHICAGO STEAMERS
He testified he did not know White, MAD DOGS PLAY HAVOC
other nation in the matter of flying the question of conferring with the threefold, there has been little in- lem to be solved, and to them the
but that a man had been pointed out
machines and expected some sur- presfdent and the department of the crease in the minimum load. They entire affair should be committed.
BOTH
AND
EAST
WEST
IN
LAKE
ICE
LOST
Objection was
to him as White.
'
prises to Ife developed at the test.
to
President Spiess' compliments
Interior.
claim the Increase will not hurt the
made to his, stating his conversation
will add materially the public spirit of Albuquerque were
shipper,
while
It
with this man as being no Identificastrong
no
pointed
wise
but ln
' to the capacity of the railroads. The
and
APPROPRIATIONS FOR THE
Omaha, Feb. 6. The San FrancisMontevideo, Feb. 6. Reports reach
'
Delmas thereupon
tion of White.
LATEST NEWS FROM OUR
ALIUQUEHOUE INDIAN SCHOOL roads Interested In this move inalude fulsom. His argument was not only
board of education en route to here by passengers on the steamer
withdrew the witness until some fu- co
convincing
Irreslstable.
It carried
but
LABORING LEGISLATORS
Special to The Evening Citizen.
Washington to confer with the presi- KIka, that earthquakes have changed
those east of this city and north of
ture time.
Washington, D. C, Feb. 6. The the Ohio river. If the moj-- is suc- all before It, arid when the vote was
dent concerning the San Francisco the appearance of New Year's Island, ' Special to The Evening Citizen.
Another Introduced.
passed
a diswithout
taken,
the
bill
6.
Santa Fe, Feb
House Joint
Japanese school question, was yes- and that a portion of the island has
appropriations fof the Albuquerque cessful it will be extended to all the
Martin Green, a newspaper man, terday snow
senting vote. Councilman Ca mm eron
No. 4, the pay roll, f Indian school Include the following: railroads of the United States.
resolution
In
bound
the
mountains
meters.
several
sunk
He was a
was the next witness.
f Eddy county asking to be excused
passed the council at 3:30 and
Support and education of 300 pupils,
Wyoming on board the Union Pawitness of the shooting of White by In
from voting. The thanks of Berna
was signed by the speaker. Cam- $50,300; superintendent's salary,
OF
Heavy
cific
GATHERING
overlund
train.
LARGE
limited
SNOW
DRIFTS
IIl'GK
Thaw. He said Thaw was very pale
eron, Sargent and Sulzer voted
repairs, $5,000; cottage for suKNIGHTS OF MALTA lillo county are abundantly due to
forced the overland to tie up at
HAMPERED THK FIREMEN e against
at the time, his eyes seemed about snows
debt of
building,
passage.
perintendent,
6. The President Spiess, and the
office
$2,500;
was
its
way
Dalies
Harrlsburg,
help
a
in
little
station
until
the
Pa.. Feb.
f
f
6.
Boston, Feb.
Jacob Gold was ' absent, thus making the vote ' $2,500, in all $62,100.
to pop from his head and his hair nature of snow ploughs cleared the
gratitude should not be forgotten
division
uniformed
the
of
members
and at least thirteen others
was hanging down upon his fore- track. Twenty-fou- r
8 to 3.
T
were Bpent killed
San(a Fe gets $61,600: for special No. 1, Knights of Malta are visiting should any opportunity to manifest It
were Injured In a fire that destroyed
'
To the question,
"In your at the way station hours
head.
ever come Albuquerqueward.
Spinas today signed
attorney, $2,000; Zunl dam, $30,000. Ithe Clnalwnaitles commandery
to
President
train,
and
the
by
occupied
Brothers,
Hunt
opinion, was his action rational or which should have reached Omaha the block
2,
No.
house
resolution
City AHHCHsincnt Law.
Joint
lands
the
will
confer
The
reallotment
of
the
day.
Jicarllla
The
latter
tenestore,
department
and several
Irrational?" Jerome objected on the Tuesday evening, is twenty-si- x
providing for the appointment if was dropped out on a point of order White degree on a class of candi- is a strong sentiment In the
hours
There
today
a
ments
a
loss
caused
of
and
ground that the witness was not a late.
e of a joint committee to draft a f by Depew.
mem
to
probably
the Meyers bill
territory
will
Practically
whole
Andrews
the
dates.
hundred
thousand
Two
dollars.
of
competent expert.
Delmas quoted
new election law.
get it reincorporated
are for the assessment and collection of
4
division
uniformed
bers
of
the
Injured
a
in
critical
condition.
are
the
auilionues Buppuruiig ins qucnuun,
Introduced a bill In
RITES CAUSE
have present and Ihe gathering Is one of taxes of the cities, towns and villages
The following postmasters
The fire department was hampered 4 theCameron
dui me uisinci attorney comenueu
council to protect bridges
Vigil, the largest of Its kind that ever took of New Mexico. This bill was IntroVICTIMS by huge
appointed:
Taos,
been
OF
THK
DEATH
Jose
J.
snow
in
streets.
of
the
drifts
the decision had been superceded by
from fast driving which was
duced Into the house by Representavice A. Clothier, resigned; Arroyo place In this country
NewYork. Feb. 6. Hay Meyer, The lives of 120 people were endan' '
a later opinion. Thereupon the court
sent to a committee. .
hov r,f nrooklvn. who was gered
tive Ernest Meyers of Albuquerque In
Seco, Jose M. Medina, vice K. Mar,.hnl
police
the
and
and
firemen
2
o'clock, dur bitten by a mongrel dog January 17,
ordered a recess until
e"
The council adjourned until 2
1893. It had been drawn by N. C
tinez.
STATES
COLLIER
UNITED
many
thrilling
rescues.
made
attorneys
ing which time the
were to died of hydrophobia today. Three
p. m. after the Introduction of e
Collier, afterward Judge of the Albupension division has allowed
ON LONG VOYAGE
The
consult authorities.
other minor bills.
e Lamar C. lirown $14.
others were bitten by the same dog HEAVY LADEN WITH PEOPLE
Brooklyn. N. Y.. Feb. 6. The Unl querque district, at the request of the
Dtimns 11ns Jerome Down.
House bill No. 23, to disqual- - e
but had their wounds cauterized.
States collier Brutus sailed today Albuquerque city council. After an
ted
LOST
TWO
IX
SHU'S
ICE
At the afternoon session
Justice
4 ify legislators from holding ap- CENTENARIAN
PASSES
for
Samoa with 5,000 tons of coal earnest contest of two weeks the Mey
Fitzgerald overruled Jerome's objecChicago, Feb. 6. Two steamers of
pointive Jobs, introduced by Mr. e
Bitten in St. Paul.
Seven
AWAY IX ISROOKLYN. The trip will take four months. The ers bill was passed but the next legisanwas
to
Green
yesdirected
tion and
due at Chicago
4 Holt, will probably pass the
New York, Feb. 6. Mrs. Druzilla distance is 13.000 miles.
The last lature repealed It before the bill had
St. Paul, Feb. 6. Seven persons the Goodrich line
swer. He said that Thaw's actions
the City of Racine from
house before adjourn ment this
Morrill, whose husband fought In the trip of the Brutus was around the gone Into effect.
bitten by rabid dogs In St. Paul yes- terday,
were irrational.
On cross examinaMilHaven and the Iowa from
e evening.
Should the bill be passed again,
4 war of 1812, is dead In Brooklyn, world when she towed the mammoth
and last night caused the coun- Grand
tion Green stated he had had no ex- terday pass
non, resident
and
aged 102.
dry dock Dewey to Manila.
an ordinance directing all waukee, have not been heard from
perience with Insane persons and he cil to
property holders will be compelled to
judged entirely from Thaw's conduct. dogs running at large to be muzzled
bear their Just due of the expenses of
Thomas McCalcb, who accompanied or shot. Rabies are believed to be
the city, which has made for their
Thaw to dinner the evening of the epidemic, owing to the severe cold.
property all its value over farm lands.
tragedy, testified that he saw Mrs.
The bill will probably meet with some
Thaw pass her husband a note at the ROYAL PERSONAGES
opposition.
HAVE NARROW ESCAPE.
table at a cafe. There was a dramatic
The house held an interesting ses6. George
Constantinople,
Feb.
scene when Delmas called upon Jersion this morning, at which the first
son of the late King
ome to produce the note. Jerome Christich,
was
to pay employes
resolution
Milan, of Servla, and Mme. Christich,
sat silent and would not reply.
passed. The amount for the hou- had a narrow escape from assasslna- Is $3,362, and for the council $2,396.
Hon last night. An unknown man
This Is for the first tlfteen day of
MRS. DUN MAY
attempted to plunge a dagger In his
the session. There may follow wiii
weapon,
however,
chest.
The
changes among the employes, as it is:
struck a pocketboon and only Inflict - CERTAIN CONDITIONS A I .MOST
the intention of the house to keep
Christich was
ed a slight scratch.
REVERSE OCR POSITION NOW
within its share of the $15,000 apmentioned as the possible successor
AND IN THE WAR WITH SPAIN
propriation.
to the throne of Servla at the time
Council bill No. 32, carrying an
A
SCATTERED AMERICAN
UNITED STATES AND SPAIN IN IHttH.
of the murder of King Alexander
UNITED STATES AND JAPAN IN 1W07.
$8,000 appropriation for the ImNAVY AND A CONCENTRATED,
e' Special to The Evening Citizen.
4 and Queen Draga.
provement
of the Rio Granite dykes
Silver City, N. M., Feb. 6.
POWERITL JAPANESE NAVY
POPULATION- - United States, 70.000,000; Spain
POPULATION United States (with Islands)
county,
In
which was
Bernalillo
DISSHORTEN
WILL
sule' Mrs. Dun, who attempted
IS, U00. 000.
S
Is now In tha
94,000,000; Japan, with Formosa and Korea, 60,001),
JAPS
COILD
by
TAKE
passed
THE
the
council.
KONG.
TO
HONG
TANCE
revolver, e
cide with a
house and will undoubtedly pass.
000.
Area United States, with Islands. 3,7r6,8S!i
AT PRACTICALLY NO
London, Feb. 6. At a meeting of
Monday morning, lingers be- AREA United States, J.602, 9o square miles;
5
The Judiciary committee has faJapan,
square
mJles;
with
and
Korea.
Formosa
PaCOST
AND
of
the
Canadian
IT
WOULD
directors
tween life and death at the local
the
HE ONLY
s uare miles.
Spain, 61D.U-reported to the house Mr.
vorably
yueens
company
square
Railway
lit
miles.
cific
hospital.
e
4
Statements made that
AT TERRIFIC EXPENSE
THAT
bill to prevent members from
Holt's
$1,785,000.-000;
NATIONAL
DEBT
States,
family troubles were the cause ' street today it was decided to put
United
J.".,(i00.-00NATIONAL DEBT United States, $9
WE COLLI RETAKE THEM.
holding appointive Jobs while memof attempted destruction, Is said e' two new express steamers on the
Spain, $1,750,000,000.
Japan, $1,250,000,000.
bers of the assembly.
to be erroneous. The grieved hus- - e Pacific ocean within twelve months.
Mr. Denlslon of "Lua Vegas Intro
ARM IKS American, 2!. 200 regulars, well trainREVENUE United States, $69.',000,i)0O annualThey will be the means of cutting Special Correspondence.
4 band Is a barber employed at R.
duced a bill today for the creation of
ed; Spain, KM. 1x0 regulars,
if
$133,000,000 annually.
ill
United
ly;
trained.
Japan.
Piatt's tonsurlal parlors.
down the time between Vancouver
Washington, Feb. 6. War with JaGarfield county, or the division of
will
and Hong Cong by over two days.
States called 200,000 volunteers; Spain had a reserve
ARM V United States, 100.000 regulars,
pan would not be the holiday frolic
Shii Miguel, with old Las 'eas as
militrained; 167,700 militia; citizens available for
of 1.000,000, ind nothing to arm them with.
the war with Spain was nine years
the county seat. The bill Is In the
Japan, 350,00')
tary duty, 11,000,000; guns, 10.000.
ago. War with Japan would be real
hands of the ci.ininlttei! tin county
86 vessels, Including 4
States,
United
NAVIES
war, and the administration knows It,
veterans of Manchuria; 810,000 reserves; 'million)
and county lines.
buttles-hlpsfirst-clasecond-clas1
2
armored
as evinced by Its earnest endeavor to
available, trained and enthusiastic for military duty.
Moran precipitated another debate
protected cruisers, 6 monitors, 11
cruisers, 2 fa-OFavoid any appearance of Inviting a
battleships
29. armored
States,
in
NAVY
the house by Introducing a' modiUnited
small protected cruisers, 12 gunboats and 15,42a
clash.
fying clause to ihe Sunday law.
12, moi.ltors 10, protected cruisers 22, uncruisers
men. Spain, 137 vessels, including 2 battleships,
It Is believed here that the financial
made talks
Holt and Hudspeth
protected cruisers 16, torpedo boats and destroyers
question will not cause much emarmored cruisers, 5 modern protected cruisers, Bomo
against and for the measure. It was
3 1,500 hum-transports,
etc.,
9,
118;
66,
submarines
barrassment to the Japanese.
It is
gunboats, ami 24,727 men. Hardly a ship of Spain's
tabled indefinitely and the house votJapan, battleships 26, armored cruis.
6,300 marines.
almost cheaper for them to be at war
ed not to consider such a measure
s
fight.
to
was
In
condition
than to dwell In peace. Right now
ers 13. protected cruisers 29, unprotected cruisers 28,
again.
they are equipped perfectly on a war
OF FORCES United States, a'l
torpedo boats and destroyers 130, submarines 1".
DIVISION
Council bill No. 27. for the relief
trunspoAs. etc., 162, and 33,000 men.
tooting. It would cost them nothing
ol Torrance county, providing a terforces at home except 4 protected cruisers. 2 gunat this time to take the Philippines
Spain had t small
ritorial loan of $2,0iio for the district
DISPOSITION OF FORCES United States. 4
boats and l.SO'i men in China.
Philadlphla, Feb. 6. Of the many largest band there will be presented except a few llv-- s and they are not
court, was sent by the speaker ti
7 cruisers,
5 torpedo boats. 13 gunboats
Philipmen
3 gunboats
In
1.796
the
battleships,
and
cruisers,
special
sparing of lives when the lives are
plans now under way for the big 'n addition to the $100 a
committee on finance for a rethe
SO,
Philippines
on
east,
In
regulars,
000
30.000
Cuba,
volunteers
Pacltls
and
far
scattered
the
In
pines;
lost in action.
a Bec0
'
,Phrlze
port this afternoon. It will probab
of the Elks, $200 goes,S,00' BIM lodge
convention and
decoast;
4
guns,
2
on
1S3
coast;
cruisers,
forces
Atlantic
police,
naval
remainder
of
and
10,000
They could hold the Philippines at
with
and
the
ly become a law by Wednesday, uu-- I
is to be held In this city dur- - on(j iargest band.
bulk of army at home, except 30,000 In Philippines,
their ease. It would then be ten
stroyers and 2,000 bluejackets; 5,000 regulars, etc ,
less the governor does not sign it.
Ing the week beginning July
15th
every
band
The conditions are that
all
times cheaper for the United States
and 4.000 volunteer
mime In Cuba and a few in Hawaii. Japan,
In Porto Rico; 7,000 regular
Huppe Introduced a bill as an orT-- 1
next, Is one which will prove par- - desiring to obtain the $100 purse and to give up the Philippines than to reforces In Japan, Korea, Manchuria and Formosa.
troops In Philippines.
set to the Holt measure, providing
to the many compete for the larger prizes must take them. Japan, unless wiped off
ticularly Interesting
that no member of the lcglslatuia
musical organizations that are ex- - take part In the massed band parad'! the seas, could hold the islands Incan hold or accept an appointment
0K4KD04K4K4K00000
pected to attend.
whirh will be held Wednesday morn- - definitely, it is declared by some exeither from the governor or the leg- The committee In charge of the lng, July 17th, and also appear In perts.
,
,
It weiil to Ihe committee
Islature.
(- PnilRI
a I t. oilHtV v.
nr
ItlK I- till Mil
.....
thA
Ilill't
fill
flf
siates
Itt.
llhm
u
t
..
i
neaiij
niuv.ii
positions
of
the
convention has decided to do away the line of march on the day of the
United
is
States
The
scaiiereo
Hawaii Is not fortitled, and cannot military operations would be very ex- - " judicntr
with the band contest, which at j big parade, which will be held on now and In the war with Spain are al- Snanlsh navy ever was, and cannot beSludley Introduced a bill for tho
re- - pensive, much more than the
war
many of the previous conventions Thursday.
most reversed. Then the United States concentrated anywhere without leav- be If hostilities open soon. Any
regulation of the practice of medi- with Spain, which cost 1 6 2. into. una.
Philipto
the
be
started
liiforceinents
must
that
points
exposed
lng
or
did,
cause
Spain
nearremote
not,
rstandas
colonial
niisumu
been
the
Local
bands
had
has
and bands from
or course inese views are nut cine and for an examining board,
In- - by titles will not be eligible for these possessions and
consequent divided guarded. For instance, even If It is pines would mean to precipitate me
.me bitter feeling.
ings and
pleasant, but they are some of the which was also sent to (he commitstead, the committee has planned to prizes. There will be special purses forces exposed to attack and capture. practicable to take from the Atlantic attack on the Islands. In fact, a war
tee on Judiciary.
present every lodge bringing a band for them and the method of award- Now It has, and Its opponent has not. all of the vessels that would be need- with Japan would not only be a dif- more cautious and pessimistic ones
are in session this
Both hou-e- s
Pacific, there ficult one. but a long one and perhaps expressed by students of the war
On paper our navy Is apparently ed to domlnatu, the
of thirty pieces with $100. To the ing them will be announced in a
game.
by the later bulletin.
superior to the Japanese navy, but it would at once be a dangerous inse- - a very humiliating one.
lodife that is accompanied
New Tork, Feb.

.

Interest

In

Washlngton, Feb.

the

6.

W. J. Oliver,

the lowest bidder . for the construe
Hon of the Panama canal, who for
the past week has been perfecting
the terms of his bid, according to
the suggestion of the president and
Secretary Taft, returned to WashlngN
ton today, prepared to present his

New York, Feb. . The Times today says that It Is learned , from
banking quarters that the controlling
Interests of the Union Pacific and
Southern Pacific railroads are pre
pared for recommendation by ti-J- n
terstate Commerce commission to di
vorce Union Pacific and Southern Pa
Legal proceedings
clflc properties.
will be contested In the United States
supreme court but If adverse decision
Is rendered the Union Pacific will sell
Its Southern Pactfto holdings, but this
will In no way affect the harmonious
relations between the two properties
and Harrlman will control both as
James J. Hill controls the Great
Northern and Northern Pacific rail
roads.
'
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t
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THE EVENING CITIZEH
ly
Tlie Citizen Publishing Company
toklUkel

Dally

Wtekly

tnnn1nn thrash
M mcmiS tlaM matUr.

at f atofflM for

nils

tha

"Official paper for
city of albuquerque

mission, succeeded him. Mr. Shonts
Is distinctly a Ryan man and hla elee-tlo- n
largely whs brought about by
Paul Morton, whom Mr. Ryan took
Roosevelt's rablnet,
from President
where he wan secretary of the navy,
rind made Mm president of the Kqult-abl- e
Assurance society. Mr. McDonald, tvhOiii Mr. Nelmont ungracl-ousi- y
hal sought to Vic nut "f .,rnt"
tlon BfT;i1rs, was made vice rresnCnl
of the, "Inter-Met- "
at Ryan's desire.
Mr. nelmont, by courtesy of the
ttyan contingent, was permitted to
continue as chairman of the bonrd of
directors, but the financial. world sees
In every move his gradunl relegation
Now the "Inter- to the background.
Met," held firmly In hand by Ryan,
will hiive a free hand In building the
next subways and Mr. McDonald will
do the work.
Ryan and his friends now contrc.l
every foot of elevated, surface, nnd
In
nil the
underground railroads
boroughs of Greater New York. Mr.
lielmont's success ns a "traction
man" Is about as great ns was his
success In the affairs of the Louisville & Nashville railroad.

York and placed In the Metropolitan
Museum of'Art.
Sir t'asper I'urdon Clarke, director
of the Metropolitan, has been urging
Mr. Morgan for some time to take
this step. In the Morgan collection
are about thirty large cases of rare
art objects, Including bronzes and
marble reliefs. There is also (1 fine
collection of Henri It ware and a
number of valuable examples of
metals, enamels and Lim-

30,000.

TEltSONAIi

WANTED.
A dining room girl

DEMANDS HER
RIGHTS

There is also a eclebratci Eros, a
bronze Cupid of large size, and one
of
of the most beautiful examples
antique bronze known. 1 Cosl Mr.

ff.rrvary

.

im?.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

YOUNG DUCHESS

ousine.

Momiin

wepnksday.

EVENING CITIZEN.

Interest In High Circles at

Persuasive

WANTED
it the
Columbus h'btel.
WANTED Hood second hand gunny
sacks. Hahn's Coal Yard.
WANTED More shoe repairing at
corner of Railroad avenue and
Broadway. P. E. Daniel.
cook.
experienced
WANTED Aji
Mrs. W. B. Chllders, 107 North
Twelfth street.
Gentleman's
second
WANTED
hand clothing. No. 615 South FlrJt
street, south of viaduct. Send address and will call. R. J. Sweeney,
proprietor.
neatly
WANTEDTwo or three
dressed solicitors, lady or gentleman; best thing in city to right
persons; $15 to 125 per week. Call
between 8 and 9, or 1 and 2, 201
East Railroad avenue
Fe
WANTED Teams The tSanta
Gold & Copper Mining Co., wants
teams for coal haul from Hagan
to the mines, near San Pedro, and
good
purposes.
All
for other
teams making application will be
given work. Geo. O. Marrs, Superintendent.
AGENTS WANTED.
MEN AND WOMEN ARE MAKING
$10 to $25 a day selling our embroidery goods. No capital or experience required. Why not you?
Write for samples and exclusive
agency.
U. 8.
EMBROIDERY
WORKS, Omaha, Neb.

PROPERTY

LOANS.

MONEY to LOAN
Pianos, Organs,
Furniture,
Horses, Wagons and other Chattels;
also on SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as $10
and as high as $200. Loans am
private.
quickly made and strictly
Time: One month to one year given.
your
possession.
Goods remain In
Our rates are reasonable. Call and
see us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to an4 from all
parts of the world.
Rooms s and 4, urant tstag.
Olo W esi iiiuiunu .JiTO. 1
PRIVATE Ur
vl
Open Evenings.
On

llAV in Construction.
Rome Over Attempt to
Pedestrians along lower Broadway
ach day are Interestedly watching the
Annul Marriage.
rogress of a novel race by build n;j
nstructors. Each contractor Is ruiii- story
ig work on a twenty-tou- r
building and each contra vor now has PAPER
TRUST AS BAD
Is men at work on the twenty-thir- d
story.
A
one of the buildings Is to be occu
In sometimes tlcKTssary, but we
NAMES
pied by the t nlteq .states express
upon
tleM?uil
our
of
the
merit
ompany and Is In Hector street, Just
ExmN nml fair dealing with
IT Broadway.
The cither structure Is
every customer, to Insure our
To 1'iiriry the River.
Only
This
away
Is
known
and
distance
short
continual success In the drug
Several public-spirite- d
citizens are
How
With!
Money
building.
Stood
Matters
Each
West
Street
the
conducting
a comprehensive cambusiness.
Is to cost over $3,000,000. In
paign for purifying the Hudson river structure to
Uncle Sam at the End of JanXo. 717 South I'lltli,
many
brlek
buildings
these
addition
and other waters of the state, which
course
of
in
are
skyscrapers
lots
of eloscts, big rooms, orllar, lot
ther
uary.
Past.
today are so polluted with sewage
Just
rectlon In the flnnnclal district and
Mix 142, $1800 if mild this weok. Rot
are a menace to health.
Its vicinity. When completed, the
Presidency on Democrat TicK thatThistheywork
Is being done by a specter see us or the) owner, D. A. IJnlt-niaconstrucIn course of
Rome:
Considerable interest is
ial commlttee appointed by the Mer- buildings now
If you want n home.
et In 1908. as Pooular
manifested In high circles here rechants' Association, with Kdward tion will be worth fully $60,000,000.
Cor. Gold Ave. and Fint St.
being
garding
Is
attempt
an
which
Mr.
Hatch. Jr., as Its chairman.
Slot Machines Tabooed.
Conservative.
made to annul the romantic marriage
B. H. BRIGGS &
Hatch's associates on the committee
The Rapid Transit commission has of the young Duke Delia Salle. In
Morgan, John Y. decided
are J. I'ierpont
to nllow the acquisitive 1905 the duke, while at Athens, fell
not
CO. P Proprietors
Cuyler, ulcorge C. Whipple and Al- and deceitful slot machine on the sta
216 West Gold Ave.
I'Oll KKNT.
in love with a beautiful but poor girl
Veer.
bert
Vander
avenue
Lexington
new
the
of
tions
OUT
RYAN IS R0B1G
OR RENT Two rooms for light- This committee is takinir Miens to subway. It la to be excluded on named Marlka Karusos and made
housekeeping. Inquire at 300 North
The
check pollution of all state waters esthetic grounds, along with the preparations to marry her.
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
Broadway.
and especially of the Hudson Its en- shrieking poster and other forms of duke's father, however, was strongly SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST
opposed to the match and took steps
NOW gineers have estimated that 455,000,-oo- o dvertlslng art.
OR RENT Front rooms ror light
o prevent the union of the young
LAWYERS.
housekeeping;
gallons of sewage are discharged
rent reasonable.
Is the only conees- The news-stan- d
people. While the wedding was in Full Set of Teeth
Apply rear E24 West Railroad.
into the water In the neighborhood of lon to the utilitarian
spirit which progress
M. Bond.
Ira
young duke was sudden Gold Killing
$1.50 np
New York every twenty-fou- r
hours,
FOR RENT Four-roohouse I
commission Is willing to make. ly called the
ATTORNEY AT LAW, 32 F.St.,
message Gold Crowns
urgent
away
by
an
90
"Wonderful Newspaper Arrange- and the amount of drainage due to the
good
condition, well located; $11, N. W., Washington, D. C.
poster will probably
Pensions,
50c
la about 243.000.000 gallons, The be missed, but the slot machine and went to the French consulate. Painless Extracting
including water. Lloyd Hunsaker, land patents,
copyrights,
ments for Giving the Thaw , rainfall
caveats.
not
Is
What
transpired
definite
there
making a total of 698.000,000 gallons not
J05 West Gold avenue.
unquestionably has many friends.
patents, trade marks, claims.
letter
ly known, but It appears that the
drainage
waste
of
which
rivers
the
y
According to an authority that young duke was adjudged a lunatic ALL WORK ABSOLUTELY GUAR FOR RENT A six room
Trial to the World.
arti harbor receive daily. All of this knows
R. W. I. Bryan.
all about it, the machine takes and as such was conveyed to Vienna.
brick house, corner of Seventh
ANTEED.
ATTORNEY AT LAW, Albuquer
eventually should go out to sea, but n 7,500.000
a year on the vari The
p.venue. Inquire que,
cents
Tijeras
street
and
M.
father of Marlka immediately be
under present conditions the harbor ous stations of the present subway.
Rpeclul Correspondence.
at Lommorl & Matteucct, 624 Bank N.building.Office, First National
flushed except during About one person in every ten who gan an Investigation of the bride
New York, Feb. 6. With the presi- is not properly
Tijeras
avenue.
West
disappearance,
traced him
E. W. IKibson.
dential campaign little more than a freshets In the Hudson. As a result ravel dallies with It long enough to groom's
"OR RENT Nicely furnished rooms
o Vienna and went there and con
Office,
ATTORNEY AT I .AW.
year away, democratic leaders are large quantities of refuse are spread And out whether he's going to get his ducted
up;
per
week and
also nice Cromwell block, Albuquerque, N. M.
fl.00
him back to Athens, where
busily figuring out the best plan of over the bay and left on the shores money's worth or not.
light
housekeeping
rooms for
$1.00
long Intervals of heavy rains.
the duke and Marlka were married
action to follow in opposing either between
EDWARD STAATS LUTHER.
DENTISTS.
per week and up furnished
according to the rites of both the
with
This is apparent, not only In the
.
Iloose ve It or the Hoosevelt ticket scum
COPP,
B.
P.
cooking
stove
and
utensils
over
great
Greek
and
and
churches.
Roman
in
the
harbor,
but
by
certainly
will be presented
which
ROOM 12, N. T. ARMIJO BLDG.
DR. J. K. KRAFT,
All Tract- - of Duke Lost.
The Minneapolis House,
banks of poisonous refuse on the har
dishes.
AS VEGAS COMMER
the republican party.
Dental Surceon.
agent
Albuquerstreet,
624
on
bor
floating
an
Second
bottom
South
and
of
the
Some
months
sur
the
later
$553,was
notes
secure
circulation
many
months it has been a
For
Rooms 2 and 3, Barnett building.
que, N. M.
old duke succeeded In winning the 253,550, and to secure public deposits
certainty that the name of William face.
over O'RIelly's drug store. Phone
Hatch's committee is at work
CIAL CLUB TURNED DOWN confidence of the newly married $170,202,010.
FOR, SALE.
No. 744. Appointments made by mall.
J. Bryan would figure prominently In on Mr.
legislation, both in New Yqrk and
couple
eventually
the
Induced
and
Month.
Coinage
Mints
at
the
democratic
national
convention,
the
SALE A range and a dining
Fxlniunil J. Alger, D. 1). S.
young duke to go to Purls and make
Jersey to provide proper out- monthly report of the director FOR
The
but Mr. Bryan's attitude on railroad netsNew
No. 306 Railroad avenue.
table. R02 West Tijeras.
Office
sewage of the Hudson valley
peace
family.
his
From
the
with
total
the
shows
mint
that
of
the
matters. In speeches made on his re- and for
RETO
of the Passaic valley without SANTA VK DECLINES
that time all trace of the young duko coinage executed at the mints of the FOR SALE Fine saddle pony, pacer. hours, 9 a. m., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30
turn from abroad, alienated much of having
m. to 5 p. m. Both phones. Ap
OPKJf HOT SPRINGS MNK;
Apply at 110 South Edith.
Into the waters Im
has been lost. His father has applied United States during January was
the south and has raised serious ques- mediatelyIt dumped
to the Vatican authorities here to an $7,286,820, as follows: Gold, $6,525,- - FOR SALE A good big cow, will be pointments made by mall.
the city. The
NEVER llUOlbilT MA.
tion in the minds of many as to the committee surrounding
also la seeking to prevent
mil the duke's marringe to Marlka. 000; silver, $248,000;
fresh soon. See George K. Neher,
minor coins,
advisability of his nomination. It aliT'RIAIi 1'IUniT.
PHYSICIANS.
the contamination of the Hudson rlv
The latter appealed to the pope, but $427,820. This amount, however, is FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE A
so is practically certain that the name er
Is also at work to
supply.
ice
It
answer,
unsatisfactory
an
DR. J. R. HAYJTES
exclusive of $5,452,000
Yost typewriter.
See The Clti
of William It. Hearst will figure in compel not only the state of New In answer to a petition of the I.as received
and later, with her newly born pieces and
Physician and Surgeon.
$1,205,000
Ken.
the convention, but Mr. Hearst will York but the state if Vermont to Vegas Commercial club to the Santji daughter,
young
to
the
duchess came
Rooms 11 and 13, N. T. Armljo
pieces executed for the government FOR SALE Majority of stock in es
not be nearly as strong a candidate properly safeguard
Ls'e Chumplaln. Fe, requesting the company to re Rome and is demanding Justice from of Mexico.
building.
or the presidential nomination as he
paying
tabllshed
busi
and
retail
operate
Vegas,
open
Hot
Las
the
and
on
old
duke,
the
Vatican. The
hear
would be had he been elected goverV. M. SHERIDAN, M. D.
Public Debt Statement.
ness. Incorporated. Owner wishes
Springs line, W. B. Jansen writes Ing of Marlka's arrl.al here, offered
XewwnM'rs ami Tlw Trial.
'
nor here last November.
The public debt of the United
Homeopathic Physician and Surgeon.
city.
to
No.
1126,
leave
Address
following
Never,
in
history
the
letter:
the
of
money,
criminal
although
duchess,
but
her
the
States, according to a statement Is
For a long; time there has been a
Occidental Life Building. Tele
Dally Citizen.
Topeka, Jan. 29, 1907.
suffering from poverty, refused to ac sued by the treasury department, de
arrowing sentiment In favor of naming trials have such elaborate arrange
phone 886. Albuquerque, N. M.
Com
ments
Secretary,
Fleming,
Mr.
A.
been
to
O.
news
made
to
TwentFelght
SALE
head
furnish
FGlt
cept
anything
from
her
husband's creased $7,629,571 during January,
wl southern
man as the democratic
DR. K. Ii. HUST.
newspapers as those made for the
merclal Club, Las Vegas, N. M.
fine Jersey cows.
Can be seen at
tandard-beare- r.
father. That Is how the affair stands The debt, less cash in the treasury
This now seems to the
Office,
N. T. Armljo Bldg.
trial
Harry
of
K.
of
Presl
mur
In
Thaw
the
absence
Dear
Sir:
the
Hunters' wagon yard, 200 North
for
Is mix
reply
of
Vatican
and
the
the
be crystallising around the name of der of Stanford White, now In pro- dent Ripley, your communication of
on January 31, was $927,442,206, re
Tuberculosis treated with High
Rroadway. Come and see them
lously awaited.
David R. Francis, of St Louis, for- gress
as
capitulated
bear
follows:
Interest
Frequency Electrical
in the criminal courts building, the 24 th has been referred to me.
Current and
The price will be right.
mer governor of Missouri, and known
Ing debt, $922,020,560;
debt upon
Treatments given each
Two great cables nave been run
I 'think there Is nothing I cin tell PAPER COMBINE AGAIN
"Variety ' you Germicide.
Internationally as the president of the into
FOR
SALE
At
the
$1,095
ceased,
has
which
interest
8
a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained
the court room to communicate, to the people of Las Vegus about our
TO BE PUTDX GRILL 745; debt bearing no Interest, $399,- will find fine home made bread, Ec day from
St. Louis exposition of 1904. Mr.
me cuuies or the telegraph oper experience in the operation of this
wasningion; once more me paper 034,106.
pies, baked nurse In attendance. Both phones.
a loaf; doughnuts.
Francis hi looked upon by democrats wun
each cable containing nineteen branch that they do not now know combinations of the country are to be
UNDERTAKER.
beans, soup and other good things
generally aa an excellent candidate atorsi
upon whom both conservatives and wires, and each wire connected di The service at present in effect is, placed upon the grill by the federal BRAVE ;IHL SAVES JIER
stlrctly home made. Phone 710. Auto,
recny
phone
316.
Colo., Red Hi
wun a news association or a from the standpoint
passenger government.
of
The Judiciary commit
Mrs. Downs, 506 South Arno St.
SPANIEL FROM MAD DOG.
radicals could unite. Then, too, Mis newspaper
A. BORDERS.
office.
paper
One
London
earnings,
more
we
can
even
than
af
report
favorably
tee
will
regard
house
Fargo:
of
to
her
the
Without
regarded,
as
geographically,
is
souri
the exclusive use of two of the ford to maintain, and any Increase the resolution of Representative Wll own personal safety, a young woman FOR SALE Snap Lots 13, 14, 152 Commercial Club building.
Black
an Ideal state to go to for a candi- has
in block B, Simpler addition No.
wires.
or White hearse, $5.
In the passenger service
on
the Hams, directing the commissioner of fought a mad clog In front of the
date.
only
In
cash,
$600.
$60
balance
In
to
uddltlon
telegraph
the
service branch means direct and 110 incon corporations to make a thorough In
building and pn
Missouri always has been ranked
ARCHITECTS
Installments of $15 per month
are a score of telephone booths slderable loss of money.
vestigation of these concerns.
was a southern
state, although really there
vented the animal from biting her
Write J. C. Phelan. Fresno, Calif.
t
up
convenient
to
the courtroom
So far aa your state fairs and other
7
Spencer.
W.
F.
The Investigations will not only af pet, a pretty little spaniel that was
Rooms
Bar
a border state. HUH, it voted with i ney are solely ror newspaper
or see E. H. Dunbar, 224 West nett building,
use. public enterprises held at the amuse
feet newspapers, which pay $26,000,- - trotting at her heels.
Albuquerque, N. M.
The fearless
the "Solid South" presidential until One Pittsburg paper has an exclusive
avenue.
Gold
ment park In question are concerned, 000 annually for the paper they conBoth phones.
Roosevelt broke up the combination
of the young womun was witwire for Its continuous use we shall be glad at such times to in sume, but book publishers and box- - act
STRAYED.
in the last campaign. There la rea telephone
nessed by several men who were
Even
CIVIL ENGINEER.
these
are
facilities
insufficient
augurate such passenger service be board, writing and other paper man
on to believe that New York and
in the offices of the city hall. STRAYED January 17, one Jersey
for all purposes, and fully 100 mes tween the town and park as seems ufacturers who consume at least $71,- - standing
not!
other eastern states would take very senger
police
open
but,
to
cow;
could
be
before
the
H.
branded
Return
J. It. Farwell.
and telegraph boys are con to be necessary during the period of 000,0110 worth of paper.
kindly to Mr. Francis' selection, and
fled and an ofllcer sent to the scene,
1500 South John street. Mrs. P. M
Room 23. N. T. Armljo building.
In service running copy. Fully such fulr, etc. But 1 think, beyond
(company of the mad dog had disappeared.
Paper
many southern democrats have ex stantly
General
The
Offi
Gavin.
pressed their satisfaction at the sug eon reporters, artists and special cor this, the Commercial club and the Chicago, which was a selling corpor cer Coleman spent several hours look
NOTARY PUBLIC.
LOST.
gestion of his nomination and the re- respondents representing papers all people of Las Vegas should not ask ation, organized under the laws of Ing for the animal, but was not suc
over
sought
the
world
accommodaTitos.
K. D. Maddison.
conA
gold
LOST
us to go.
watch, a gold
small
the state of Illinois, and the mills
ward It would confer on the decessful In his search.
Office with W. B. Chllders,
117
fob, and class pin 1900. Class pin
mocracy of the south for its long tions to report the trial, but only a
It Is true that we have advertised trolled by it, scattered among Illinois
8 o'clock in the
was
about
It
third of them were admitted to the the Hot Springs and the Oalllnas and other paper-makin- g
states of the morning when a dog was seen run
of great personal value to owner West Gold avenue.
continued party loyalty.
courtroom.
Return to Citizen office and receive . NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION,
Canyon, but It Is true also that this west, was dissolved some months ago ning frantically down N. P. avenue
as a result of judicial proceedings in- At least five clogs got In the way of
reward.
brought
any
never
us
PmmhIiik of August Belmont.
has
material
Ktatc Societies Form Club.
Possibly the most interesting event
the hotel stituted in Minnesota. The Institution the mad dog and were bitten. One
So many different state societies direct profit, and with
Department of the latarlor. United
NOTICK FOR PUBLICATION.
closed up, as was absolutely neces of the suit was followed by a 30 per of the dogs sustained an especially
of the lust few weeks, not only to the have been formed
In this city that
States Land Office.
financial world but to New Yorkers under the initiative of the Michigan sary, there seemed no requirements cent reduction in the price of paper severe wound, the llesh being torn Department of
Of
Interior,
Land
the
Santa Fe, N. M... Dec. 19, 1906.
to newspapers, according to Informagenerally, was the passing of August society, steps have been
for
we
are
other
service
than
that
spot
a
large
on
from
his
back.
lice
Fe,
New
Mexico.
at Santa
taken to now giving.
Notioe is hereby given that the follotion given to the nttorney generul.
Belmont from first rank In the local bring all of these organizations
Dog In the Ribs.
Kicks
22,
1907.
to
January
wing-named
claimant has filed notraction field. Through the general- gether in a movement to establish
If I am In any way wrong about Now the department of Justice hus
before the mad clog reached
Notice is hereby given that Ramon tice of big intention to make final
ship of Thomas F. Ryan Mr. Bel- permanent club in which each society this, please advise me. I have ask been Informed the price of paper has theJust
young
building
a
N.
M.,
Rafael,
Padilla
of San
hat proof in support of his claim under
mont Is being pushed rapidly to the can make Its headquarters.
ed our people to look into the mat gone up again and that a new comwoman, followed by a
spaniel filed notice of his Intention to make sections
16 and 17 of tne act of
background and Ryan men, slowly
bination or association has been or- stepped out of the hallway.
The
Leading in the movement are the ter and I shall try and ascertain the ganized
yearsupport
final
In
five
proof
of his March 3, 1891 (26 Stats.. 854), aa
which takes the place of the spaniel apparently saw the mad dog
but surely, are absorbing the power Michigan. Ohio, Indiana and Pennsyl facts, and if I find I am wrong
claim,
viz:
No
Entry
Homestead
trust declared unlawful.
amended by the act of February 21,
that for a brief time was in Mr. Bel vania societies. Tentative plans al shall write you further.
approaching and sprang from behind
The new combine has been formed Its mistress. The latter grabbed the 6689, made December 3, 1901, for the 1893 (27 Stats., 470), and that said
mont's hands.
Yours truly,
ready have been drawn by an archiE
SWi4,
NW4,
and
Section proof will be made before the proEtt
under what Is known as the Parks little fellow and pushed him back o 26,
It was not many years ago that tect for a building to equal that of
W. B. JANSEN.
Township 10 N, Range 10 W, and bate clerk at Los Lunas, N. M, on
pooling system. There Is no common her. She turned Just in time to meet
Sir. Belmont, famous us the son of any club
In the city. Provision
house
proof
said
will
that
be
made
before January 26, 1907, viz: Mariana Chavownership of property and the penal- the onrush of the mad dog with
hia father, entered the local traction has been made for an auditorium
Buck.
and
Jesus M. Luna, Probat)e Clerk at ez de Otero, for the Small Holding
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The Los Lunas, N. M., on March 7, 1907,
.u seat more
duction' has been superseded by a caninedirected
Donald, who then had secured the nanquei
Claim No. 2547, situate In Sec. 36, T.
toppled over, bupt regained
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would be a good proposition to university and college colors, will afford relief, bind on a piece of flan
twenty years next preceding the suragain the dog toppled over.
of San Rafael, N. M.
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PUBLICATION.
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traction
N. M.
nd
university, and In each chief dispatcherWhite
at La Junta on the amount of national bank notes out
Manhattan elevated lines and Joined room state
Any perspn who desires to protest
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
he placed newspapers 1st In place of 1. o. Wilson,
e
would
Department
In
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$596,197,569.
standing
ot
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tne
Land
interior.
resigned.
comwith
borough
the Intel
them
against the" allowance of said proof,
periodicals from the state it Mr. White comes from the Arkansas crease for. the year of $52,867,489. Take LAXAT1VK JJKOMO viulnlne
ut Santa Fe. New Mexico.
pany, which was to run the KUbway. ami
or who knows of any substantial reaquestion.
movement
shows City district. Mr. Wilson lias accepted The amount of circulation based on Tablets. Druggists refund money if
22, 1907.
January
Then Mr. Belmont, jealous of the more plainlyThis
than anything else the a position as tlrst trick dispatcher on Flitted States bonds was $549,698,5i4 It falls to cure. E. W. GROVE'S
Notice is hereby given that Juan son under the laws and regulations
credit that had been given to Mr. extent to which
signature Is on each box. 25c.
men from all states
de Dlos Padilla of San Rafael, N. M., of the interior department why such
the west and from Syracuse to La an Increase for the year of $43,332,'
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CHAPTER III.
And now
for the letters. They
were nlgned by various names, but
to
the more Important purported
come from a young schoolboy, named
Greatorex.
This youth denied all
knowledge of them, and was actually away In the Isle of Man when
some of them were written, as well
as on Aug. 17, the date of the Wyrley outrage. It Is a curious fact that
this youth. In going up to Walsall
every day to school, traveled with a
certain number of school fellows upon the same errand, and that the
names of some of these school fellows do find their way into these letters. In the same carriage traveled
young EdalJI upon some few occasions. "I have known accused by
sight for three or four years," said
Greatorex at the trial, "he has traveled in the same compartment with
me and my schoolmates, going to
Walsall. This has not occurred
many times during the last twelve
months about a dozen times. In
fact." Now, at first sight, one would
think this was a point for the police,
as on the presumption
that EdalJI
wrote these anonymous letters it
would account
for the famllarity
with these youths displayed In them.
But since EdalJI always went to business by the 7:30 train in the morning, and the boys took the same train
every day, to find himself In their
company twelve times In one year
was really rather more seldom than
one would expect. He drifted Into
their compartment as Into any other,

lice, the unknown refers to his previous communication, but Is a good

and abusive
deal more truculent
than before. "There will be merry
times at Wyrley In November," he
says, "when they start on little girls,
for they will do twenty wenches like
the horses before next March. Don't
think you are likely to catch them
cutting the beasts; they go too quiet,
and He low for hours, till your men
Mr. EdalJI, him they
have gone.
said was locked up, Is going to Brum
on Sunday night to see the captain,
near Northileld. about how It's to
be carried on with so many detectives about, and I believe they are
going to do some cows n the day
time Instead of at night.
I think they are going to kill beasts
nearer here soon, and I know Cross
Keys farm and West Cannock farm
are the two first on the list
You bloated blackguard, I will shoot
you with father's gun through your
thick hpad If you come In my way
or go sneaking to any of my pals."
This letter was addressed, like the
last, to:
The Sergeant,
Hednesford,
Police Station.
"Staffordshire,
bearing a Walsall postmark of July
10, 1903.
EdalJI Is openly accused
of the crimes In the letters, and yet
the police put forward the theory
that he himself wrote them. and
founded upon the last sentence of
them, which I have quoted, that second charge, which sounded so formidable In his Indictment, viz., of

"
while EdalJI was receiving these
scurrilous letters; and while the police were receiving others accusing
the young lawer, you will naturally
ask why did he not take some steps
himself to prove his Innocence and
to find out the writer? He did, as
a matter of fact, everything in his
power. He offered a reward of 25
in the public press a reward, according to the police theory, for his
own apprehension.
He showed the
police the letters which he received,
and he took a keen interest In the
capture of the criminals, making the
very sensible suggestion that bloodhounds should be used. It seems
hardly able that the prejudice of the
police had risen to such a point that
both of these facts were alleged as
suspicious circumstances against him,
as though he were endeavoring to
worm himself Into their confidence,
and so find out what measures they
were taking for the capture of the
I am quite prepared to
offender.
find that In these dialogs the quick
witted youth showed some impa
tience at their constant blunders,
and that the result was to Increase
the very great malevolence with
which they appear to have regard
ed him, ever since thtr chief de
clared In 1895: "I shall not pretend
to believe any protestations of Ignorance which your son may make."
It Is this studious youth who
touches neither alcohol nor tobacco,
and Is so blind that he gropes his
way In the dusk, who Is the dangerous barbarian who scours the country at night, ripping up horses. Is
It not perfectly clear, looking at his
strange, swarthy face and bulging
eyes, that it Is not the village ruffian,
but rather the unfortunate village
scapegoat, who stands before you?

III the
chapter the mystery
dceH'iis. While the Kdaljl house Is
surrounded by Mllce another horse
Is butchered.
iM--

'

POLITICAL SCANDAL

IN BRITISH COLUMBIA
Vancouver. B. C. Feb. 8. Proceed
ings are now pending againRt the late
minister of lands and works, Hon.
Green, who will be charged
with
having received a bribe of $37,000
shares in the Transcontinental Syn
dicate, of which Sir Adolph Caron
is one of the chief promoters.
It Is
alleged that the former minister In
exchange for favors granted by the
department, to the syndicate, .was
asked to name a suitable person to
hold shares for him In trust. The
syndicate, It is alleged, became dissatisfied with the way Green treated It and exposed the transaction to
the executive council. Despite this
knowledge of corruption, which the
government is said to have In May
last, it allowed Green to retain his
cabinet seat
till last December.
Document dealing fully with the case
are now In possession of the au- thorl ties.
TO IMPROVE I)

"THERE WILL, BE MERRY TIMES AT WYRLEY IX NOVEMBER,
WHhN THEY START ON LITTLE GIRLS," THE LETTER SAID.
and he seems to have been in their
company but not of It. Yet the
w riter knew that group i f
hoys well, and the police, by proving
that Geo. EdalJI might have known
them, seemed to make a distinct
point against him.
The "Greatorex" letters to the police are all to the effect that the
writer Is a member of the gang for
Is
mfllmln? CAtMp thnt Clen
another member, and that he (Greatorex) Is prepared to give away the
gang If certain conditions are complied with. "I have got a daredevil
face and can run well, and when
they formed that gang at Wyrley
1 knew all
they got me to Join.
about horses and beasts and how to
they
catch
them best .
said they would do me In If I funked It, so I did, and caught them both
lying down at ten minutes to three,
and they roused up; and then I
caught each under the stomach, but
they didn't spurt much blood, and
one ran away, but the other fell.
Now I'll tell you who are
In the gang, but you can't prove it
without me.
There Is one named
' from Wyrley, and a porter
' and he's had
who they call
to atay awny, and there's EdalJI, the
lawyer.
Now I have not
told you who Is at the back of them
all, and I shan't unless you promise
to do nothing at ine. It In not true
we always do it when the moon Is
young, and the one EdalJI killed on
April 11 was full moon." (It Is
worth mentioning here that there
was no outrage at all within a week
of that date.) "I've never been locked up yet, and I don't think any of
the others have, except the captain,
mj I guess they'll get off light."
I would draw attention in passing
to the artistic, touch of "ten minutes
to three."
This la realism oterdone,
as no mutilator on a dark night
could readily consult his watch nor
care to remember the exact hour to
a minute.
Hut It corresponds closely to the remarkable power of Imaginative detail a rather rare gift
hown In the hoaxes of 1893-9In the next letter, also to the po- 5.

"vThey

threatening to murder Sergt. Robin
son.
A few

days previously a second
police officer, Mr. Rowley, of Bridgetown, had received another letter,
evidently from the same hand.
It seems absurd enough that these
letters Incriminating himself In such
violent terms should be attributed to
young EdalJI, but the climax Is
reached when a most offensive post
card, handed It at Edaljl's own business ofltce, is also sworn to by the
expert employed by the police as be
ing in Edaljl's own writing. This
vile effusion, which cannot be repro
duced In full, accuses EdalJI of guil
ty relations with a certain lady, end
Ing up with the words, "Rather go
back to your old game of writing
anonymous letters and killing cow
and writing on walls."
Now this post card was posted at
Wolverhampton upon Aug. 4. 1903.
As luck would have It, EdalJI and
his sister had gone upon an excur
slon to Aberystwith that day, and
were absent from very early morn
ing till late at night. Here Is the
declaration of the station otllcial up
on the point:
On the night of 4th of August
1903, and early morning of the 6th, I
was on duty at Rugeley Town Sta
tion, and spoke to Mr. Geo. EdalJI
and his sister, who were In the train
on their return from Aberystwith.

Porter - Signalman,

WM. BULLOCK,

Rugeley Town
Station.
The station master at Wyrley has
made a similar declaration.
It Is certain, then, that this post
card could not have been by him
even had the Insulting contents not
made the supposition absurd. And
yet It is Included in that list of anon
ymous letters which the police main
talned, and the expert declared, to
be In Kdalji's own handwriting.
If
this Incident Is not enough In Itself
to break down the whole case, so
far as the authorship of the letters
goes, then I ask, what In this world
would be sullicient to demonstrate
Its absurdity?
Now, during
six months,
the

act like Exercise. Ha

li;V

t'ATTI.K OF WISCOXSIX.
Madison, Wis., Feb. 6. At the third
annual farmers conference
which
opened In the University of Wisconsin
Tuesday a prominent feature In the
course of farming which will last to
the 15th will be the instruction and
counsel on the Importance and menns
of Improving the dairy cattle of the
state.
Howard, an ex
pert on the question, will assist the
Instructors and others will help who
are well known authorities on agri
cultural subjects. Evening sessions
will be devoted to popular lectures,
stereoptlcan entertainments, visits to
the astronomical
observatory, historical library, etc. The first lecture
was given
by
Howard
this morning. The horticultural con
nem
vention is neing
at the same
time. Speakers from the university
and other educational
Institutions
and others affiliated with the fruit
trade are down for addresses.
TO IN'COItPOItATi:
TKXN1S ASSOCIATION.
New York, Feb. 6. At a meeting
of the United States National Lawn
Tennis usoclation in the Waldorf As-

toria here today the matter of Incorporating the organization was fully discussed.
Among the greater
number of followers of the sport the
movement to incorporate was heralded as a step forward In progressive-ncs- s
and one which will materially
assist In overcoming many of the
obstacles at which some of the most
critical have found fault.
It was
finally decided to Incorporate the association.
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Philadelphia, Pa., Feb. 6. At the
annual exhibition of the Philadelphia
Poultry, Pigeon and Pet Stock association today there nre over 6,000
exhibits. The collection of Minorca,
Derkings and Penciled Plymouth
Rocks is the largest ever got together in the state. The Judges are
all well known experts In the poultry
line. Resides the usual money prizes
to be awarded there are several valuable silver cups presented by fanciers
and breeders all over the state to be
competed for. The general public is
taking a great interest In the show
and It Is being splendidly patronized.
AXXI'AI, 'OXVi:XTIOX
OF SHIP ST.: WARDS.
Buffalo, Feb. 6. The fourth annual convention of the International
Association of Passenger Stewards
commenced here In the Hotel Berkley today.
The attendance Is very
large.
night there was a reception and musical entertainment.
Tomorrow there will be a tr'p to
Niagara Falls, where they will be entertained by the Shredded Wheat
company and the Buffalo Stewards
club. A trip round the gorge will be
Included in the festivities and In the
evening there will be a theatre party.
on
The business session will close
Thursday night with a banquet.
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Introduces Resolution.
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The legislative assembly was In ses
sion yesterday afternoon, the princip
al feature being a lively debate In the
Jtouse upon the enforcement of the
Sunday closing law brought up by
the unfavorable report of the Judi
ciary committee on Mr. Bench's bill
to modify the law. Mr. Holt, Mr. Ab
bott of Santa Fe, Mr. Ruppe and Mr.

I

Hudspeth took part In the oratory.
The bill was finally tabled indefinitely.
The proceedings of yesterday sessions
are as follows:

THE IIOVSK.
Twelfth Day Tuesday Afternoon.
Pursuant to adjournment the house
was called to order at 2:30 o'clock
yesterday afternoon by Speaker Baca.
The roll was read. Absent, Mirabal.
The chief clerk then read the Journal
of the preceding session and it was
read a second time In Spanish by an
interpreter.
Upon motion duly seconded and carried, the Journal was
ordered approved as read.
on Judiciary Mr.
The committee
reported favorably
Holt chairman,
upon house bill No. 14, an act prohibiting conspiracy against trade and
recommended the bills passage. The
Judiciary committee
also reported
unfavorably on house bill No. 10, an
Sunday
closing law.
act to modify the
The report of the committee on
Judiciary was adopted after a speech
by Mr. Beach in defense of his measure.
House resolution No. 4 was Introduced by Mr. Beach, a measure to Instruct the governor to use his Influence In having district attorneys enforce the Sunday law.
There followed a debate lasting for
half an hour In which Mr. Beach pitted his oratory against that of Mr.
Holt, Mr. Abbott, Santa Fe. Mr. Rup
pe and others. Mr. Beach maintained
that the law was enforced strictly In
some districts and not strictly enough
In others! Mr. Holt maintained that
it could be enforced1 easily enough If
the officials did their duties. Mr. Abbott suld that the people should elect
their district attorneys so that they
could regulate the enforcement of the
law. Mr. Ruppe defended himself on
a charge of violating the law hy selling cigars on Sunday.' He created a
laugh by saying he smoked cigarettes
and did not know whether he was actually selling cigars or not.
House bill No. 42 was introduced
by Mr. Abbott of Santa Fe.m act to
exempt charitable and religious Insti-- .
tutlons from making annual reports
and paying fees therefor. The bill
was read the first and second time
and ordered translated printed and
referred to the committee cm Judiciary.
House bill No. 4 3 was introduced
by Mr. Abbott, of Santa Fe an act
to provide for the taking of a school
census. The bill was read the first
and second time and ordered translated, printed and referred to the
committee on judiciary.
House bill No. 4 4 was Introduced
by Mr. Gallegos an act to amend
chapter 2 of the session laws of 1901,
relative to filling vacancies In county
offices. The bill was read the first
and second time and ordered translated, printed and referred to the
committee on territorial affairs.
House bill No. 4.', was Introduced
by Mr. Walters an act to amend
section 114 of the laws of 1903, relative to domestic and foreign corporations.
The bill was read the
first time and ordered translated,
printed and referred to the committee on corporations.
House bill No. 4 was Introduced
by Mr. Walters an act relative to religious, benevolent and charitable organizations. The bill was rend the
first and second time and referred to
the committee on Judiciary.
House bill No. 4 7 was introduced
by Mr. Holt an act to provide for
the revision of the laws of the territory. The bill was read the first and
second time nnd ordered translated,
printed and referred to the committee on judiciary.
Mr. Abbott, of Santa Fe, then asked permission, which was granted, to
Introduce a petition of 1,000 signers
asking the assembly to oppose the
changing of the county seat of TorThe petition was rerance county.
ceived.
Under tho order of bills on their
third reading, house bill No. 14 was
read In full by th chief e'erk. It Is
an act relative to corporations and
monopolies previously Introduced by
Mr. Holt. Upon motion of Mr. Holt,
duly seconded, the roll was called

CHAPLIN

Not only means the Best
Shoes but it stands equally

i

for honest advertising.
V

THE COt'NC'll,.
Twelfth Day Tuesday Afternoon.
Pursuant to adjournment the coun
cil met at 8 o'clock this afternoon.
President Spless In the chair. Following the Invocation, the chief clerk
read the roll, all responding present.
The council was occupied the forepart of yesterday afternoon's session
listening to the reports of the permanent committees.
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3000 Pairs Men's
Fine Shoes

IN

All Other Shoes

at 10

Per Cent Discount
Our window display will give you
inkling
an
of the shapes that stylish
dressers will wear, but come in and carefully inspect the shoes themselves. We feel
confident that if you are a man who
wants the best money can buy we will
have your trade.'

Wm, CHAPLIN
and the bill passed the house by a
unanimous vote.
House bill No. 10, previously Introduced by Mr. Beach, having been
reported unfavorably by the committee on Judiciary, was not read again
but to make sure that the measure
was properly disposed of, Mr. Holt,
In a motion duly seconded and carried, asked that the bill be tabled Indefinitely, thus killing the proposed
act.
Mr. Holt then announced a meeting of the committee on Judiciary and
Speaker Baca a meeting of the republican house members In the house
at 7:30 last evening.
The house then adjourned until 10
o'clock this morning.
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We offer One Hundred lollars Reward
for any case of Cntarrh that cannot be
cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure. -- '. J,
C'HKNKV
CO., Toledo, Ohio.
We, the undersigned,
have known K.
J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and
believe him perfectly honorable In all
business transactions and financially able
to carry out any obligations made by his
Walding, Klnnnn & Marvin,
firm.
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Hail's Catarrh Cure is taken Internally,
acting directly upon the blood and mucous surfaces of the system. Testimonials
sent free. Price 75c. per bottle. Hold by
all Druggists.
Take Hall s Family Pills for constlpa
tlon.

Corntr Fir it Straet and TIJtras Avenue
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Whips, Hxle Oils

and' all kinds of saddlery supplies.
You ought to see what a fin
buggy we can give you for $55.00.

s"aSBBl

Few Words

This gentleman has a
few words to tell you. He
says when you buy Horse

J. Korber & Co.

Blankets or Lap Robes,

insist on the famous 5A.

They are

long-of-we-

In Our New Store

ar

No.

and will give you the best

212 North

satisfaction.

Second

Albuquerque, N. M.

We Sell Them

00OsKJ00OC00000

Foundry and

Albuquerque

'

Machine Works

Iron and Brass Castings; Ore. Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaft
lngs, Pulleys, Grade liars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron
Fronts for Uulldlngs.
Rmpmlrm on Mining and mill Mmohlnmry m momolalty
Foundry cant side of railroad track.
Albuquerque, X. M.
-0

0-'-

WE FILL

IN SOUTHERN ALBERTA. CANADA

!

Horse Clothing, Lap Robes,

A

mation that is trustworthy and valuable, let us know of your trouble.
We are specialists for hot water, hot
air and steam heating.

f
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COMING IX OUT OF THE
XLD
we
appreciate a perfectly
heated
house, but It Is not every house that
la properly warmed. If yours Is lacking In any way, or If you are undecided what Is the best system to Install In a new house and need Infor-

t
i
i

Albuquerque Carriage Company

.

Irrigated Farm Lands

PRESCRIPTIONS

"

N

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

203

At Consistent
Prices

NUE

WEST RAILR04I1

next io

AVE-

em

OF

COMMERCE.

$18.00 to $25.00 per acre
Irrigated farm lands In Egypt, according to reports of the United
States Department of Commerce, are worth $225 per acre. Irrigated
farm lands la the United States are wor- t- from $100 to $2,000 per
acre.
Irrigated farm lands In Southern Alberta are worth Just as much
or more than lauds In Egypt and the United States, but the Canadian
Pacific Railway Company Is selling them at from $18 to $25 per acre
block.
for the purpose of Inducing settlement In their 3.000,000-acr- e
Irrigated farm lands sold by them three months ago at from $18
to $25 per acre aro now being held by the purchasers at from $50 to
$75 per acre.
The diffeienre between $18 and $2,000 Is worth while, ifyou are
Interested In doubling and trebling your money within a fowv months.
If you are, dro; a card to the address below and receive detailed Information, Ir.t !ii l!ns maps, literature, etc., fully describing the opportunity of tho as;e.

I

ltOPK.
New York. 'Feb. 6. Timothy
I
Woodruff, chairman of the republican state committee of New York,
accompanied by his wife, sailed yesterday afternoon on the Deutchland.
Il. fore sailing be announced that he
would leave Cherbourg on March 7th
and be back before the serious work
commenced.

Busy-- Re

ports Coming InBeach

Ist

TIMOTHY WOODRl
SMI.S

p

CITIZEN.

LAYS SUNDAY
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The Canadian Pacific Irrigation

I

n

Colonization Co's., Ltd.

ROOM 31, CALQMRY, ALBERTA, CANADA
Oapartmant, Irritated Land. Ct
PaelHo Railway

COAL
,imrifn

rnmn m

BEST CLARKVILLE LUMP
18 50
PER TON
BLOCK
BEST AMERICAN
16 50
PER TON

Thos. F. Keleher
Headquarters for Low Prices
on Leather, Paints, Varnishes,
Brushes and
Jap-a-la-

403 Wan Railroad Avtnua

WOOD
BIG LOAD OF MILL WOOD
FOR
$225 AND 12.75

John

S.

Beaven

602 SOUTH FIRST

STREET.

c.

W. L. THIMBU

&

CO.

I.IVKKV, S.W.K. I'Ki:n AND
THAN' S !' : 1 STA I : l.KS.
1

!!:
i:i:st

Second

::t:

1

Miilts Ibui;ht and

T' r
i'ts ix tui: ity
Street, between Hallroad anJ
Copper Avenue.
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THE ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEN
fubllshed Dally and Weekl.
By

The Citizen Publishing Company
8TIIU KLKK,

V. 8.

President

W. T. McCKKK.HT,

Buslneu Manager.

THE PARTY CAUCUS

t
In union there Is streiiKth. and oriranlZHtlon la the
embodiment and maintenance of union. In a representative government, those holding to certain general and
paramount principles, form a party. Such party with
at organisation Is an Inert, lncoheslve and Ineffective
conglomeration of atoms. The same party organised I'
n Instrument of vast power, all parts working In unison,
towards a single r.im, directed as by a single purpose,
and Irresistible In proportion to magnitude. The more
thorough the organization, the more effective the party.
The republican party of the Vnlted States owes as
much of Its success to Its thorough organisation as It
Joes to the ability of Its leaders, and to the superiority
if Its tenets in behalf of human liberty and national
prosperity.
This I arty organisation begins In the pre
cinct, rasses through the county, district, state, and on
up to the national Organization at Washington.
The
more thorough the organisation in each successive step.
the more effective, the final result at the national capital. Hut all along the line Is the caucus. The people
r party cannot ru-- t In a body e'ther locally or nationally. They must select representatives to act for them.
The
Aa the series advances the number decreases.
The states elect
primaries elect their representatives.
oich representatlv?s to congress. When congress or the
legislatures meet there are caucuses.
The representatives of the people meet, consult and conclude as to the
best measures to carry out the principles of the party.
to the I arty caucus reads the recalcitrant
out of the party. How else could It be? The caucu.'
represents the concentrated will of the party, and h
who sets himself in opposition to the will of the party
Is certainly unworthy of party afllllatlon, and should be
rast Into outer darkness. If apy one wants to run tin
Independent party, wants to oppose his party, Is unwilling to support the old. party In the decisions of the
party caucus, let him be anathema maranatha the accursed of the accursed. He has no right to claim party
affiliation, and therefore no right to respect or honor
from his party.
3Von-feal-

ty

MEMORIALIZE CONGRESS

.

The Citizen would again call the attention of the
territorial legislature to the Importance of memorialising congress to Investigate the Salton sea question before restoring the Colorado river to its former bed.
This matter Is exciting attention In California, Arizona and Utah, as well as in New Mexico.
California
and Arizona papers are giving much attention to the
question.
The Utah legislature has already sent a
memorial asking that the formation of the sea be not
Impeded by government effort; and since The Citizen
published the able article from. Mr. O. E. Cromwell,
nome time Blnce, this paper has received a number of
communications showing that the people of New Mexico
are fully awake to the Important Influence which such a
vast Inland sea, almost upon our borders, would doubtless exert upon our climatic and commercial conditions.
It is true that the end-ma- n
of the Albuquerque
morning paper's aggregation of burnt cork amateurs
lias attempted to ridicule the question, it being entlrelv
above his comprehension. But that was to be expected.
A Bilk purse cannot be made of a sow's ear. Hut that
by the way.
That there are vast possibilities Involved In thU
effort or nature to return to the old conditions In the
southwest, every thinking man must realize. Whether
nature shall be aided or opposed in this effort, can be
determined only by scientific study of past and present
weather phenomena. The general government alone U
prepared to Investigate the problem In all its bearings,
and the legislature of New Mexico should ask that this
,
be done.

HOW

JAPANESE LIVE

Smith, of Berkeley. Ca?.. writing to the San
Francisco Chronicle and evidently speaking from personal knowledge, recently said:
Ho far as I am aware, no one has noticed or questioned the statements of the president as to the
civilization of the people of Japan.
The people
he judges are the type he meets In Washington, educated, veneered with politeness, and clean, and by the
prominent statesmen and soldiers who have been educated abroad. Kvcn these still sleep on the floor while
In Japan, eat with chop-stick- s,
and put their hands up
their sleeves to keep warm In winter.
These advanced
people, not aa yet have any way to keep warm except
by wearing extra clothing, nor any system of sewage
other than open canuls, us seen to a disgusting extent In
Toklo. Pocket handkerchiefs are unknown to any class
or Japanese. The people the real unvarnished
nee still live as In feudal times, from which they are
etnoved by less than seventy years. Their requirements are covered by a few dollars monthly, their
cleanliness Is entirely superficial, and there are probably
not maje than a million out of the whole sixty millions
who have ever heard of America.
Their religion Is a
rheerful Buddhism. The chief characteristic of Japan
Is a painstaking imitation.
Their honesty simply !s
uot, and their only great characteristic is ,their
A Mrs.

te

The Cincinnati Price Current Is authority for tha
statement that the total number of animals slaughtered
at Chicago, St. Louis, Kansas City and Omaha, the four
principal commercial slaughtering centers of the United
Ktates, has increased in a greater ratio than the population since Id &H. In that year there were 2, 688, 000 cattle, 1.476.000 she-and 12.690,000 hogs killed at the
places named.
In 190(1 the number killed had Increased to 4, 994. 000 cattle, 6,116,000 sheep and 25,600,-t0- 0
hogs.
In the meantime the population, which was
S 1,289,000
in lKXI, only rose to X3.143.UiMI In 1906.
Here we have an increased meat supply of over 100 per
cent, and an expansion of population of less than 40 per
cent. Then, too. It Is a well known fact that the' labor-inand aalarleld classes of the country cannot afford to
uiuni more than half us much meat us they did
Why, then, should prices be so
eighteen years ag
high? The solution doubtless lies In the effort of the
packing trust to add to its millions ly raising prices at
home and by increasing its export l foreiKu lands.
s;

.

It Is im exaggeration to say thai
Iaily Optic:
Senator Foraker's efforts to make political and presidential capitul out of the Itrow nsvll le riot lias cost th"
winkeountrty millions of dollars. Scarcely twenty-tlv- e
ing days yet remain for litis congress, and not a sinj-- l
appropriation bill has been passed, and all because of
the intrusion of Senator Foiaker's maneuvering for
The appropria
the southern republican delegation
tion bills for the wai, state, navy, postoflice and Interior
departments will aggregate eight hundred millions of
dollars and should have the most careful and searching
consideration of congress, it will not now be possible
to give them the necessary scrutiny because of the time
tuken by Mr. Foraker In un effort to make himself solid
with the rotten borough nominating districts of the
southern states.
Many people imagine that liny can count any
amount, but it is a simple matter to prove that our limit
is very low. If a person should count continuously duv
and night at the rate of 200 per minute, be could count
12,000 In u.i hour; 28,01)0 in u day; 0.1, 'JJ.UUO In an
average year. At this rate he could reach 10,519,200.-410- 0
In 100 years, which Is longer than most people 11 v i.
It would take ubout ii.ltni years to count a trillion it
this rute.
1

1

The Philadelphia Keloid recently
contained a scurrilous libel In editorial form on the people of New Mexico. This libel was taken up by the New
Now
itiian and treated a.s It should have been.
conies the Albuquerque Fakir Journal, " reproduces it
New Mexican:

and holds It up as the truth, thus aiding the Philadelphia Itecord, about as rotten a democrat sheet as there
as there Is In the United States, In slandering and libeling the people of New Mexico. That Is a way the Fakir
Journal has. It could riot do anything else If It would,
a toad, It feeds upon
and would not if It could.
newspaper slime and muck.
All for Albuquerque means also Albuquerque for
all. This Includes the great essential of home trade.
No man enn bo for Albuquerque who makes his money

here and spends it elsewhere.
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HOW HERO OF BOER WAR
BECAME A NEW MEXICAN

8
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To lose a country and find a wife may not be a
bad trade, even If it does Involve descending from the
seats of the mighty to the position of a fourth class
postmaster In a little hamlet on the very outskirts of
civilisation.
This Is, In capsule form, the real life romance ol
Hen. Herjamln Johanls Vlljoen, postmaster of l'hnm
berlno, Hlo Arriba county, New Mexico. Ten years ago
his name was a household word wherever the printing
press Is known, as the captor of the
but premature Dr. Jameson, the South African raider. Wlh
equal success he fought the Basuto savages, receiving
his reward In tile shape of a seat hi the Volksraed, or
senate, of the Transvaal republic.
With De Wet and Botha he aided In the shattering of British military Idols from the start almost to
the finish of the Boar war. Like Napoleon, he was sentenced to banishment for life on the lonely rock of
St. Helena, and when amnesty waJi offered he pre- ferred perpetual exile to taking the oath of allegiance
to the crown against which he had borne arms. With
such of his kinsmen as chose to follow his uncertain,
fortunes, he started on the long "trek" to the southwestern land of promise, finding a comforter and helpmeet before he reached his Journey's end In a sympa
thetic lass of Illinois.
Benjamin Johanls Vlljoen, now engaged In the
humdrum occupation of selling two cent stamps at
Chamberlno, was born at Woodhouse, Eastern Cape
Colony, 38 years ago. In 1886, when but a beardless
boy of 18 yars, he caught the gold fever and Joined
the rush of eager Argonauts to the Hand. The goddess
of the mines did not smile upon his labors and in 1890
he gave up prospecting to enter the service of the Boer
government as assistant public prosecutor.
He still
longed for adventure, and three years later he became
organizing officer of the volunteer militia, with the rank
of lieutenant, rising gradually .until he became major.
His first leap into the spot light was made in 1896
when he gained International renown as leader In the
capture of "Doctor Jim," whose misfortune was that he
made his spectacular move Just a llttlo too soon.
For his services at this time Vlljoen was promoted
to the position of commandant of the burgher, or citizen, forces of Johannesburg.
His mettle having been
tried and found true, in 1897 he was intrusted with
leadership of an expedition to Swaziland.
During the latter stages of tho heroic Boer strug
gle for Independence against an overwhelming weight of
numbers and material resources, Vlljoen captured many
armored trains and kept up an unceasing campaign
with the object 'of harassing and worrying the enemy,
while his compatriots, De Wet and Botha, were co
operating elsewhere. Two months before the lust shot
was fired he was ambushed at midnight, while crossing
the British cordon with a small escort. His horse was
shot under him and he was severely wounded, mak
ing his capture easy. He was sentenced to banishment
for life on the island of St. Helena, where he was confined until in the fall of 1902.
He was then paroled
und returned to South Africa to bid farewell to the land
for which he had fought in vain, to sever old ties, and
to gather together the little that belonged to him that
had escaped the general cataclysm. He was one of the
"Irreconcilables," steadfastly refusing to nccept am
nesty at the pi Ice of swearing allegiance to the king
A few faithful followers, bound to him by ties of blood,
elected to accompany him Into exile, and together they
set tail for the Land of the Free, arriving In New
fork In December, 1902.
The exiles found the hearts and homes of America
open to them otti selected New Mexico as their land
of opportunity.
On his way to his new home Gen.
Vlljoen foreswore his allegiance to the Bed God of
War, meeting a red cheeked girl of Illinois in St. Louis
and surrendering unconditionally to the dimpled deity
of love. He has lost his country, but he has found a
wife, who now rules Jointly with him over the postofflce
at Chamberlno; and If the shadows of past greatness
sometimes haunt him in her sympatchetlc arms he banishes regret. Denver Republican.
t
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RAILROADS IS "GROWING
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It was reported from New York a day or two since
New York Centrul station
were being hauled by electric motors, and that henceforth till locals on the route would be handled that

that truins for Yonkers from
way.

i

The work nf electrification for this terminal has
been In some respects the most important ever undertaken by any railroad. There are more than 600 train
movements daily on the five mile section that leads to
the station und eight miles of switch tracks. Electlfloa-tio- n
is carried out on two divisions of the road and will
miles to Peekskill and
extend ultimately thirty-fou- r
twenty-fou- r
miles to White Plains. It lias been figur
ed that there would be a slight annual saving by the
use of electricity instead of steam, but William , Maver,
Jr., points out In the Review of Reviews thut the prima
question with the company was not one of economy.
Electricity gives very distinct advantages, such as freedom from smoke, higher acceleration and greater facility In train movements. So in other cases It has
been adopted because It answered much better to growing needs than steam.
Mr. Maver gives as uu example the experiment of
the Lancashire & Yorkville railway between Liverpool
and Southport. 1U- - says that there are fourteen intermediate stations via this stretch of roud. and that the
managers, owing to largely increased traffic "found
themselves confronted with the necessity of enlarging
the platforms al the terminal stations or of adopting
some more flexible means of moving the trains In and
out of the stations than that afforded by steam locomotives." Ktlier considerations also favored electricity.
The chunge wms made, and for a comparison between
the "before and aflcr" the following is presented:
"Under steam conditions the running time of a
train making all slops between Liverpool and South-powas forty-fou- r
Express trains twenty-thre- e
minutes.
minutes. There were then but thtrfy-si- x
trains
in each direction per day.
Since the introduction of
electric traction the time of trains has been reduced
to I hirty-seve- n
minutes, while the number of trains has
been increased to seventy in each direction. The speed
of express trains remained the same as before. Owing
to the improved train service, also, there has been a
luge inllux of business men to tile residential districts
north of Liverpool.
Aside from these two cases, Mr. Maver speaks of
clccli ideation on a suburban division of the Northwestern railway of England, on the Italian Mediterranean
ailway. the West Jersey & Seashore branch of the
Pennsylvania railroad, the Long Island railroad and the
New York. New- Haven & Hartford,
it Is proved conclusively that under certain conditions the change is
highly desirable, but "the broad question of the entire
displacement of steam locomotives by electric traction
on railways for passenger and freight traffic is still
open." Even that question, however, is treated In such
way now as lo indie lie a revolution In expert opin
I
ion. Whereas ten years ago It would have been difficult
to find one sit am railway engineer ready to admit the
possibility of the ultimate more or less general electrill
cation of steam railways It would today lie almost as
difficult to find one who will deny th strong probability
of such a consummation within at most two decades.
Chicago Record-Heralrt
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Taste and Comfort
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as "Sis Hopkins,"
pleased a crowded house at the Elks'
theater last night. She was ably assisted by a company of ten clever
players.
For (he past eight years
Mis Melville has been Identified with
the role of "sis" and she appears to
have grown Into the character until
her name Is almost a synonym for It.
Press and public have paid a well deserved tribute to Miss Melville's ability and her appreciation of It Is reflected In her faithful work.
Little
remains unsaid when you attempt to
analyze Miss Melville's capability.
She is an artist, with all that Implies.
T.he play Itself has merit.
It Is
a picturesque pastoral play In three
acts and a strong vein of human interest runs through it. That Is why
the piece has survived the years while
other similar affairs have been res
urrected In different guises or forgot-to- n
altogether.
"Sis Hopkins" Is a wholesome piny.
A breath from "lnjlanny" it tells the
story of a country maiden the daughter of "Pa Hopkins," a prosperous
farmer. She is an old fashioned girl
whom some say around the country
side. Is half wilted. But her father
loves her. He gives her the lower
"eighty"
on the farm as a dowry.
Addison Vlbert, representative of corporate interests, tries to secure jrlght
of way through the Hopkins farm,
discovers the land Is rich in oil. He
seeks to obtain it for himself. Falling
to secure it by other underhand methods he wooes "Sis," who is blossoming Into an attractive young woman
at a seminary. Mistaking her Infatuation for the man for the divine
spark, "Sis" consents to sign papers
which give him possession of the
land. Then she overhears his declaration of love to another and realizes
her mistake at the crucial moment.
The signature of "Pa" Hopkins is
forged to the paper. The old man
loses his reason while "Sis" is in Europe putting on the finishing touches
to her education. But she returns in
the nick of time to claim her own.
She turns to Rldy Scarboro, the sweetheart of her girlhood days, who has,
meantime, developed from a farm
boy into an able lawyer. He has been
Instrumental in preventing
Vlbert
from getting possession of the land.
She loves Scarboro and realizing her
passion for Vlbert was only an infatuation, he tantalizes him upon her
return only to turn him down for
the lawyer. Here Is a bit of suprb
acting. Pa Hopkins' reason returns
and "they live happily ever after."
Miss Melville's support Is capable
and good looking and the play is well
stuged, a car load of scenery being
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F.H.

in Furniture.

MelvHie.

Don't Miss It.

STRONG
Strong Block

1

f

is what every one Is looking for, and

there's not a trace of disappointment
on the face of anyone who pays us a
visit, takes the time to see our stock
carefully and make full inquiries as
to prices. Here Is furniture elegance
for every part of the house at prices
which surprise, until our large buying
and selling methods are understood.
Look In soon, please.

1

WILLIAM MclNTOSH. President

You may never have such another
opportunity of securing a fine dinner
set or tea set at such prices as ie
ars offering them at now. Ihe housewife will revel in the many choice
pieces of china, glass ware, etc., and
Kitchen ware that we have spread on
our tables at such Incredible prices.

Corner
Second and

Copper

SOLOMON LUNA,

T. C. NEAD, Treasurer and Mansjer

I
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For the

st Line of
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In Albuquerque
See Ours

used.

Fuy Lewis as Tishle Stnndifer. a
charity scholar at the seminary, and
Grace Kimbell, us Margery Melrose, a
seminary girl, have lines which they
deliver well.
J. T. Ray us Obidiah Odium, an Indiana product, .does a rube dance in
the specialties, which makes a hit.
Florence Webster. Frank C. Hartwell
Gilbert Fitzgerald, Mary Atheling and to no small degree as a result of their
Florence Webster are others In the trip.
cast.
a
The Ladles' Auxiliary of the B. of
"A ikssi:n.i;r hoy," fkii. .
L. E., will give their eleventh an"A Messenger Boy" was the
nual ball at Colombo hall, February
at the Ivlnnev nnurn hnimn Inf 22. Music furnished by Ellis' arches-trTuesday night and a large audience'
Tickets, 1.00.
was present to witness the produc-tlnwhich was the best that has ap
POUND SALE.
peared In Memphis this season. Geo.
Brown mule, black legs, weighing
D. Sweet in the title role, C. P. Coast
about 700 pounds, with brand on
as the Count Cordlna
and MUs right
thigh, will be sold under the
Beatrice Terry as Roxy, the waif, be hammer at the
building, Friday
came favSrltes with the audience by morning, Feb. 8, city
at 10 o'clock.
Miss Terry
their excellent acting.
THOS. McMILLIN,
possesses a beautiful soprano voice
City Marshal.
and her vocal numbers were well re
ceived by tho audience.
The re
mainder of the company was capable
and the audience was well pleased
with the show. Memphis Times.

WlclMTOSH HARDWARE CO.
J. D. Eakln, President.
O. Gloml, Vice President

Successors to
MELINI A EAKIN, and BACHECHI & GIOMI.
WHOLKALB DKALKRB IN

,
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DON'T PAY RENT

CLARKE, IX "THE
ItAGt.KD MESSENGER," FEU. 9.
Manager Jules Murry has the laugh
on those wiseacres In the theatrical
world who predicted that he would
be unable to And a worthy successor
to "Monsieur Beaucalre" as a vehlclj
In
for Crouton Clarke this season.
Manager
"The Ragged Messenger"
Murry secured one of the most talkel
about plays of the past decade a
play so general In Its application that
tho theater-goer- s
of every commun
ity In which it has thus far been presented have Imagined that it was
written solely with their own par
Its
ticular environments In mind.
success, has been as great financially
as has been the triumph of Crestnn
Clarke In its leading character, Juhn
Morton, the clergyman, artistically.
"The Ragged Messenger" will be
seen at the Elks opera house on Sat
urday night, Feb. 9.

0

HAN FORI) AS

C'HXHI.ES

"JI Lll'H CAESAR." FEU. II.

Wines, Liquors and Cigars
Wa

kaap avarytblag la Hock to outfit tho
most fastidious bar oomploto

Have been appointed exclusive agents In the 8outhwCrt for Joe. .
Schlltz, Wm. Lemp and 8t Louis A. B. C. Breweries; Yellowstone,
Green River, W. H. McBrayer'a Cedar Brook, LOuls Hunter, T.J. Mon.
arch, and other standard brands of whiskies too numerous to mention.
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
But sell the straight article aa received by us from the best V!aerlee,
Distilleries and Breweries In the United Stat a. Call and Inspect oar
Stock and Prices, or write for Illustrated Catalogue and Flies fctst.
Issued to dealers only.

Humphrey

OVALS

without rent charges.

HEAT with the
Whole of it.

E. M AH ARAM
I

Railroad Aw.

COOK with
Half of it

"

Simple,

A. D. Johnson

Cheap,
Economical.

Charles B. Hatiford on the occasion
of his appearance at the Elks' opera
house, on Monday, Feb. 11. will af
ford play-goeof this city un oppor-

The Albuquerque

rs

tunity to witness a representation of
the historical tragedy, "Julius Cae
sar, which will be memorable from
Mr. Hanford
several points of view.
has for a number of years contemplated a revival of this great drama.
In his present enterprise are concentrated the experience and study, as
well as the pecuniary resources which
not
Mr. Hanford has accumulated
only in his later years of success, but
in his earlier training as a member of
A
combination.
the Booth-Barresentimental as well as an artistic interest attaches to this enterprise, as
It was his performance of "Mure Anthony" which made Mr. Hanford a
celebrity in the theatiicul world.
The productlyn which ho has arranged will rival even the complete
and splendid scenic equipment which
was provided for the Booth-Barretour.

,
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A walk of two blocks will
save you many dollars, that
you are now paying to
other merchants, whose
rent and expense you must
help to pay. I occupy my
own building and am selling clothing and shoes

816

Treasurer.

Consolidated Liquor Company

a.

CKKSTOX

Cnu. Mellnl, Secretary

O. Bacbecb.1,

Gas, Electric Light
and Power Co.
Corner
Gold

Fourth and
Avenue

Rhone Red 98
GENERAL

CONTRACTOR

tt

(Eighty-fiv- e

Well drilling and
driving.
Near (lold and Seventh. Phone. 711
House

moving.

Years the Standard of Piano Construction)
Coactdcd today to be the best in the world

Chickering & Sons Pianos

EAT MORE

...SOLD ONLY BY THE...

MUSIC
WH1TSON
(Established 1882)

tt

CO.
-

TJ

Come In and examine our new Holiday Stock. Everything In muslo
from a talking machine to a Grand Piano Sold on our now easy pay-

ment plan.
6outh second street.

Ceo. L. liiooks and Attorney W. li.
I'hilileis. who went to New York on
of January us a coiniiiniee
tile
from the Albuquerque Commercial
capitalists regard- club lo confer
willi
,
...
l
K
roios.-iinilUSlliea ,ti- X..... ,n Ico. have returned
home bringing
niosl traliiting tidings. Though they
were loalli ibis nfiernoou to speak of
tin- promising success of their pils
grimage, m illier "Booster" would
(be matter 111 detail previous to
making a icport to the directors of
the Coinineiclal liub. A meeting for
"" "
tins 'Ui I'ose as til nt 'i
and is in session as The Evening Citizen goes lo press. It is the firm belief of both Mr. Brooks und Mr. Child-er- a
thul New Mexico and Albuquerque especially will 'be the beneficiary
,

11

tlis-cu-

MexleoJ

PALMER
F.
J.
Hay, Grain, Groceries and Fresh Meats,

..-

-

Albuquerque, New

j18

FROM NEW YORK

"TREIURN

foods
and less of
and note your gain
the
in health. Idtto 111 moitry saving,
bread Is cheaper than meats
and
Just as gratifying
to the anietite. To get the best bread
and other Hour products, always order "IH ITI'.H t HKAM."
of the most nutritious
good, wholesome bread

of

se

PIONEER BAKERY,
aOUTH rtRBT BTRKEl.

PRUSSIAN POULTRY AND STOCK FOODS, FRUITS AND VEC- TABLES. ORDERS TAKEN AND DELIVERED.
601 North First Street.
Both Phones.

OOOOOOO
I The St. Elmo

O

J JOSEPH BARNETT, Prop'r.
12 0 West Railroad Avenue

O

O

O

jk

t

Finest Whiskies
Wines, Brandies. Etc.

SAMPLE

A NO
CLUB ROOMS

M0OOO0Oi0iCsiettiCisBllCi,lBilCiHiClB

t

WKDN KSDA Y, FKMICAKY
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10 DISCOVER CAUSE
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Wife,

The coroner's Jury Impaneled Monday evenlnjr by Justice of the Peace
W. W. McClellan, to Inquire Into the
circumstances of the deoth of Hene-dett- o
Bernrdlnelll, who was shot on
North Third street, shortly before
noon Monday, after viewing the body
of the slain man In the undertaking
establishment, where It was removed
after death, met this morning at 10
o'clock In the office of Justice McClellan, In the city building, precinct
26, where the tsetimony of four witnesses to the shooting was carefully
Drs. Nacumull and Hust
taken.
exjunina-tio- n
conducted a
of BerardtnelU's body at the undertaking rooms this afternoon.
They will report their fundings to
the coroner's jury, which meets this
evening at 7 o'clock at the city building, after which the Jury will return
Its verdict. Reporters were excludthis aftered from the
noon. Ben Bothe was unanimously
chosen foreman of the Inquisitorial
body, which Includes Noble Trimble.
Otto Berger, A. V. Tegner, Hugh
Trotter and John Hart.
Their Stories All AsDy.
The Blorles of the four witnesses
ire substantially what has appeared
Mr. Gradl
In The Evening Citizen.
Is perhaps the most important witness. He and D. Catallno were familiar with the circumstances which
James
led directly to the killing.
Coleman and B. Totl were eye witColeman
nesses to the shooting.
was a block and a half away when
the shot was llred. He said he
thought the men were playlng'in the
street until he heard a dull, muffled
report, saw the smoke of the pistol
and Fettinc's victim stagger toward
the door of the Totl & Gradl store.
Mr. Totl knew the quarrel was about
a letter, but he was not familiar with
the first quarrel. He saw the
lng and heard what the men said
before It transpired.
All of the witnesses with the exsaw Pettlne
ception of Colman
mount his wheel and ride away toward the business part of the city,
they thought. They were present,
when he returned and asked Berardinelli If he wanted to fight, and heard
him say, "I am ready to fight you
now." Then they testified that Pettlne drew a revolver from his pocket
and fired, as Berardinelli, after declaring, "You have a gun, but I am
not afraid of you," advanced upon
him.
All of the witnesses saw Pettine
run away after the shot was fired,
leaving his bicycle leaning against a
post where he had placed It when he
returned to renew the quarrel.
liOtter to Ho Translated Into I0nlisH.
Chief McMillln was present at the
Inquest this morning and produced
the letter over which the killing Is
alleged to have occurred. Mr. Gradl,
upon being asked by Justice McClellan to translate the missive, which
was written in Italian, declared that
It was difficult to give an exact Bng-lis- h
He stated, how
version of It.
post-morte- m
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A Value of Values
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reporter for The Evening
called at the Berardinelli home,
Cltl-se-

1101 North Second street, this afternoon. It Is a modest little home, one
story In height and comfortably furthroughout.
The house,
nished
which Is frame and adobe, has apparently been built but a short time.
At the home were Mrs. Berardi
nelli, widow of Benedetto Berardi
nelli, and a stepson, Benedetto Berardinelli, whom she had raised from
Infancy.
a brother of
Mike Berardinelli,
Benedetto Berardlnello, and Louis
Napoleon, a cousin, arrived here yesterday from Santa Ke, In response to
a
telegrams.
Tool Cachiavlllanl,
to arrive
Is expected
here from Pueblo, Colo., In time for
the funeral, which will be held from
the Immaculate Conception church
tomorrow morning, at 9 o'clock,
The
Father Mandalarl officiating.
burial will be at Santa Barbara
cemetery.
prosMrs. Kemrclinelli was ah
trated with grief over the violent
death of her husband which was an
unexpected blow. It was difficult for
her to make any lengthy statement
and this was most urged. Numbers of
friends have been calling at the home
since the death of her husband and
offering their condolence. She stated
that she cannot reconcile herself to
the sad situation.
her hus- Benedetto Berardinelli,
band, had been a resident of Albu
querque 18 years, Mike Berardinelli
stated. They moved to Albuquerque
from Santa Fe eighteen years ngo
snd have resided here continuously
since.
Mr. Berardinelli had numbers of
He was a
friends In Albuquerque.
hard working stone mason and
tractor, and he leaves his widow In
comfortable circumstances, having his
life Insured In a fraternal society.
The home ot 1101 North Second
street Is without Incumbrance and this
also goes to the widow. Her eighteen- i' year-ol- d
step son Is learning the bar
ber's trade at a local barber shop.
Sheriff Conducts Search.
men
All dav vesterday mounted
scoured the country surrounding Al
buquerque for trace of the fugitive
Pettine, and In the evening the
until this
search was abandoned
morning, w hen It was again resumed.
Sheriff Perfecto Armljo conducted
one searching party, while Assistant
Chief of Police Kennedy headed an- It was reported last night
other.
that Pettine's trail had been strucknear Bear canyon late yesterday afternocm and followed until darkness
' Intervened.
It was the Intention to
take It up again this morning. This
report has not been verified. Sheriff
Armljo was out today making further
search. It Is supposed he is in the
neighborhood of Bear canyon.
The sheriffs and police throughout
this part of the country have receiv-- ,
ed notice of the reward that will be
paid for the apprehension of Pettine
and there Is hope that he will even
tually be taken.
son-in-la-

TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS

.

j
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The following quotations were received by F. Graf & Co., brokers,
over their own private wires from
New York, room 37, Barnett Building:

Now Yoix
May cotton

Stock.

$9.48
131

American Sugar
Amalgamated Copper
American Smelters
Atchison com
Anaconda
Baltimore and Ohio
Brooklyn Rapid Transit
Canadian Pacific
Colorado Fuel

111

14214
101

277
116

73',i
180
47

W
Erie com

C. G.

16
34

Louisville and Nashville
Missouri Pacific
Mexican Central
National Lend
New York Central
Ontario and Western
Pennsylvania
Reading
Roc k Island com
Southern Pacific
St. Paul
Southern Railway
I'nioti Pacific
V. S. S. com
V. S. S. pfd
Greene Con
Santa Fe Copper
Shannon
Calumet ami Arizona
Old Dominion
Copper Range
.North Butte
Hutle Coal

133

V,

84
23

69
126

44'4

,...130
121
26
93

147
26

172
4

44

104
31

Special to The Evening Citizen.
El Paso, Feb. 6. In the state r.f
Texas, the seaboard dlfTerentlal rate
bears about the same relation of discrimination to a number of Texas
cities as the terminal rate operates
unjustly un Sun Bernardino.
El Paso is one of the cities which
has Just escaped from the oppression
of the differential rate.
According to information received
by A. W. Cheesman, general agent of
the U. H. & S. A., the seaboard differential to El Paso will be abolished
and El Paso placed on the same basis
as Texas common points. The change
wil Hake effect February 21st on
first-clashipments, and on the 26th
on commodities.
The rate is the lowest ever given
El Paso and Is the same which the
chamber of commerce has urged for
the past two years. A year ago the
chamber petitioned the interstate
commerce commission to place El
Paso on a basis with Texas common
points, but the petition was never
acted upon.
The reduction now comes volun
tarily and is a great surprise to El
Paso business men. A reduction of
twenty cars on the 100 pounds from
New York to El Paso Is made under
the new table. The following rates
which are the rates from New York
proper to San Antonio, will apply to
$1.54, $1.35, $1.19 and
El Paso:
$1.08 for the first, second, third and
fourth class, respectively. Instead of
$1.74. $1.54. $1.38 and $1.29,

A time card meeting Is going to be
held In Topeka In the near future
that Is likely to result In a shake up
all along the line, effecting particularly the Topekn-Kansa- s
City trains and
branch line trains In Kansas. The
is causing all
Ottawa cut-othe
trouble, the Santa Fe being able to
get to Kansas City from Newton In
seventeen minutes less time than via
Topeka.
The cause of the shake-u- p
on the
transcontinental trains Is tho Helen
cut off.
Regarding the new time, which will
be opened shortly, the Topeka Jour
nal says:
The Belen cut-oconnects the Panhandle line of the Santa Fe at Tex-IcTex., with the main line at Rio
Puerco, N. M. Besides shortening the
Santa Fe's main transcontinental line
Its construction has reduced the grade
of the road and several large grades
that existed on the main line In Colorado and New Mexico will be avoided by the use of the cut-of- f.
The operation of trains on this cutoff places Wichita on the main line of
the Santa Fe. Trains will be operated
south from Newton to Wellington and
over the Panhandle line to Texlco,
and thence over the cut-of- f.
In order to make possible the operation of through trans south from
Newton and over the Panhandle
branch, the Santa Fe has been working for the past six months on the
improvement of this stretch of track.
The line from Newton through Wichita to Welling ton has been newly ballasted. This work has been conr.plcted.
The line from Wellington to Woodward Is now being relaid with new
and heavier steel. This work has been
completed as far as Kermlt, the first
FOR
CONVENTION station In Oklahoma south of Kiowa.
Some time ago another contract
was let for the rebuilding of the rest
of the lino from Woodward, Okla., to
Benefit Lodge No. 2, A. O. V. V
Texlco, Tex. This work will be comhas taken preliminary steps for prep pleted early in the spring. Wood.
aration to entertain the Graml Lodge Bancroft & Doty are the contractors.
A. O. C W. of New Mexico ami Ari
zona, which meets In Albuquerque In
the fall. It Is expected to be the TORRANCE
COUNTY
biggest meeting of the kind ever held
In this part of the southwest and the
Duke City will have In the neighborSEEKING
LOAN
hood of 300 visitors during the meeting date for which has not been definitely decided upon at this time. It
will probably be held some time In
I'nless council, bill No. 27 becomes
An executive law before tonight it will be neceshowever.
October.
committee appointed to have charge sary to close the term of the Torrance
of the meeting includes Will Long, county court.
The bill was Introchairman; George Grlegoldt, F. W. duced by Councilman Dalies and auKille, J. F. Shuffiebarger. E. F. Weed, thorizes a loan by the territory of $2,-0J. J. Votaw and R. II. Hawkins. This
to the county of Torrance for the
committee will talk over plans at a purpose of paying the expenses of the
meeting Monday night In the lodge court, the money in the county treasi
rooms.
ury being nt present insufficient to
meet the demand. The matter la a
ETHEL TICKER STOCK
must Important one as there are a
COMPANY 1IS1MS. number of murder cases to come up
The Ethel Tucker company, which for trial hi the county, among others
showed here to packed houses all of those of Domingo Valles, now in the
last week, disbanded in this city this penitentiary for the killing of Franweek, owing to the illness of the cisco Chaves two years ago and Jap
leading lady, says the Silver City Clark, tho cowboy, chnrged with the
Enterprise.
Miss Tucker is suffering shooting of one of the county's depwith nervous prostration.
Part of uty sheriffs.
The bill makes the loan repayable
the company left Monday night and
Tuesday In five yearly Installments, bearing an
departed
the remainder
annual Interest charge of 5 per cent.
night.
Ah the territory has aided other counOur ROUGH DRY work don's have ties In this wny in past years It is beto be washed over. Imperial Laun- lieved the bill will pass without
dry Co.

190
57Vi
94
111
37
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Other Brass Beds in all Prices, Varieties
and Designs.

ALBERT FABER'S
308-31- 0

lm- -

o,

FEE'S HOT CHOCOLATE,
TON'S DRUG STORE.

EZ21 REPORT OFTHE CONDITION
OF
V

The Bank of Commerce
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

At the close of business January 7, 1907

RESOURCES
Loans and Discounts
Furniture and Fixtures
Real Estate
Cash
Due from other Banks

OPERA

HOUSE,

MONDAY,

$1,608,963.79

LIABILITIES
Capital Paid Up
Surplus and Profits
Deposits

PLUNGES

THROUGH PLATE GLASS
Workmen are today repairing the
damage done to the plate glass fronts
of S. E. Newcomer's book store and
Schutt's candy store by a runaway
horse owned by L. Gradl yesterday
The horse literally ran
afternoon.
through two large panes of plate
glass, which measure 5x10 feet rethe third of
spectively, smashing
similar dimensions to small bits. The
remarkable part of the occurrence is
that the aniual escaped with only a
The damage is estifew scratches.
mated at more than $100.
The plate glass will have to be ordered and pending i's arrival wooden
sashes containing common window
panes will lie utilized.
The horse is owned by I.. Gradi.
who conduits a feed store and grocery on North Third street. The animal started west on Silver avenue and
turi;ei north at the corner of Second
street. In front of the postoffice it
collided with a dirt wagon and disengaged Itself from the delivery vehicle
which was turned completely over.
With a tmort of fright the animal ran
into tne entrance of Newcomer's book
store, where it fell, regained Its feet

160,000.00
69,044.81
1,299,919.68
81.608,963.79

Territory of New Mexico.
County of Bernalillo ss:
I. W. S. Strlckler, Vice President and Cashier of ths
above named bank, do solemnly swear that the above
statement Is true to the best of my knowledge and belief.
W. 8. ETRICKLER,
V. P. & Cash.
Subscrled and sworn' to before m this 8th day of

January,

A. D. 1997.

R. M. MERRITT,
Notary Public.
Correct-Attes- t:

SOLOMON

LUNA,

J. C. BALDRIDG
W. J. JOHNSON,

FEB.

11

Directors.

ICiiKuui'iiif nt of the Ilinlnent Actor

CHARLES B. HANFORD

Kansas City Live Stork.
reKansas City, Feb. 6. Cattle
Acvompanlecl by
ceipts 6,000, Including 400 southerns.
Market strong at 10c higher. Native
MISS MARIE DROFNAH
steers
steers $4.00 fif 6.60; southern
lrvMitlng ShnkeHiioare's fJrt'atont Historical Drama
cows $2.25
$4.60fn 5.25; southern
3.75; native cows and heifers $2.25 dD
5.00; stockers and feeders
$3.25 ID
4.80; bulls $2.754.25; calves $3.50
40 people In the a Strict of Beautiful Stage and m Carload of
to 7.50; western
fed steers $3.75
Settings Showing
Special Scenery
Production
cows $2.604.25.
"Pueblo Indians;" Prof. Kspinosa, on 6.00; western fed 3000,
Importance.
of
Artistic
Unusual
An
Event
Sheep receipts
market strong.
'"The Spanish language in New Mex-- : Muttons
The Crarul Square in Rome. Tho Iteiman Senate. The Conspiracy In
$4,755(5.75; lambs $7.00 W
ico."
I Irian' (iarclcn. The (Jrent
narri Kcvne In the Tent of
$
range
wethers 5.00 fi 6.60 ; fed
7.65:
At one of the meetings the subject ewes
Itrutui. The lialim of 11 i l .
Jt.UO'u 5.40.
of Pike's expedition will be proml-- 1
riticra: 7.'e $1.00 and SI.SO.Kcat on wilu Saturday, I'cb. 9Ui.
nent. Last year Colorado devoted a
Chicago Livestock.
NOTE Mr. Hanforel will appear in the cast as "Marc Antony,"
whole week to its Pike centennial
Chicago, Feb. 6. Cattle receipts
celebration, when really the occasion 18,000, market
the same role he so Fuceessfully played In the famous Booth-Barre- tt
10 cents higher. Beecombinations for two seasons.
belonged more to New Mexico than ves $4,105(7.00; cows and heifers
to Colorado. "Pike in New Mexico" $1.60d 5.40;
X4K4K5404K54K34KXK4K4KC- stockers
and
feeders
wtll be the subject here.
1 2.50 fi 4.70; Texans $3.60 i 4.50;
calAt the first meeting President L. ves $6.00(i7.75.
Bradford Prince will tell of the adreceipts 18.000,
Sheep
market
vances made by the society In th-- strong. Sheep $3.60 ii 5.75 ; lambs
last two years, and it Is hoped that $4.75 'tt 7.65.
the new rooms in the Palace may be
the collection
used In
Produce Market.
be fore that time.
Chicago. Feb. 6. Closing quotations:
Wheat May 79 .! ; July 79.
land dashed through the show window
Corn May 47i1S1; July 46'i,.
which Is plate glass. Inside the show
July
Oats May
window it plunged through the thin
New and Second Hand
Furniture Repaired,
Pork May $17.90; July $18.
partition which separates the displays
May $10.u7'-i- ; July $10.101'
of the book store from the candy 12'3.
store, carrying out two panels of
Ribs May $9.77 4 : July $9.87 '4.
plate glass. The horse was then
Made Over, UpholsterHousehold Goods,
Money Market.
stopped.
New York, Feb. 6. Money on call
The force of the attack on the
Ranges,
ing and Picture Framing.
Stoves,
w indows almost
carried the w indow easy. ' i 3 per cent.
All Work Guaranteed.
Chinaware, Crockery.
.sash out with the glass.
.Metal Market.
Many people who saw the affair
6.
Yolk,
Copper
Feb.
and
thought the horse was going to enter
the front door of the book store be-- ! lead quie-t- ; unchanged.
fore it plunged through the windows.
St. I.oiiit Wool Market.
N. M.
St. Louis. Feb. 6. Wool steady, un.
hanged.
COL. HOPEWELL RETURNS

JULIUS CAESAR

Convenience - Comfort - Security
.

The telephone makes the
duties lighter, the cares less
and the worries fewer.

The
telephone
preserves
your health, prolongs your life
and protects your borne.

YOU NEED A TELEPHONE

IN YOCR HOME

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

i

HANDSOME

1

?

Crockery
Souvenir
views or

Alvarado, Cathedral, Commercial

2Chas.
L. Keppeler
K

40;

Borradaile
117 W.

N'i--

Gold Ave.

MATTRESSES

315 and 319 South Second Street

REMOVAL
.

French Bakery
To 202 East Railroad Ave.
Raynolds' New Building

FROM NEW YORK CITY

j

. .

From 213 West Railroad Ave.

ALBUQUERQUE,

e

& Co.

37.

FURNITURE

Col. W. S. Hopewell returned last
night from New York, where he spent
seve ral weeks confering with capital- ists who are considering the completion of tile Albuquerque Eastern.
"I eion't want to commit myself,"
said the colonel. "The proposition
t is too Inde finite for me to make
as
any statement about the Eastern.
However. I anticipate learning some- thing definite within a fortnight,
which will be good news."
j
In
"I found bud weather
New
Yorl;."

Club

Household Goods of Every Description

DHALEK IN

HORSE

$1,005,430.18
6,036.9
13,421.97
117.469.SS
867,606.83

WAL

rJ00OO000O0OOO800000000O00OOO
ELKS'

... Staab Building

Railroad Avenue

ff

00

We do It right. ROUCH DrY.
portal Laundry Co.

--

An offering far above what
you have ever known at the
price. Stylish and highly artistic design, having two-Inc- h
'tubing In the highly polished
or satin finish; thoroughly well
made, with cross supports and
heavy spindles.

Come prepared for a big surprise, as you will pronounce
this the most decided bargain
you have ever seen.
In placing our order before
the late advance, we are able
to offer this bed In etther finish, full site or three-quartslie at
TWENTY-FIVDOLLARS worth THIRTY-FIV- E
DOLLARS.

ff
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Special Correspondence.
Kansas City, Feb. 4. Bad storms
yesterday and today covering Kansas
and the west and northwest, will no
doubt restrict cattle receipts this
week, although there is a fair run of
cattle today, 11,000 head. The mar
ket Is strong to 10c higher today,
buoyed up somewhat by the prospective light receipts for the next few
days, and values may be fictitiously
Inflated before the week Is over
should marketing be seriously hampered, as now seems likely. The
market closed last week stronger,
cows and
showing
most
heifers
strength, and butcher stuff Is likewise
selling best today. Fed steers sell
mainly at $4.85 to )5.80, numerous
good to choice lots at $6.00 to 16.60,
cows $3.00 to $4.50, heifers $3.25 to
$4.75, bulls $3.00 to $4.15, stockers
$fl.40 to $4.60, feeders 3.75 to $4.80.
a few choice high bred 1100 pound
feeders lately at $5.00 to $5.25. Of
course, reeclpts from the range country are very limited, but all kinds,
whether fed or stock grades, are selling most advantageously.
Recent
heavy cattle losses In the northwest
will have an Important bearing on
beef cattle prices later In the year,
and Is already acting as an Incentive
toward purchases of stock cattle on
the markets.
Mutton supplies are fairly liberal,
hut continue to run less than at this
time last year. The market remained
steady on good stuff last week, but
medium and common grades shaded
downwards. Supply Is 6,000 head
today, market steady and active, bulk
of lambs selling nt $7.25 to $7.60.
Light lambs were In disfavor first of
last week, but are now In better demand, 64 pound lambs selling nt $7.40
today, and prime lambs would likely
to reach $7.65, equal to the top last
Week. Yearlings sold today at $6.50,
about like recent sales, wethers worth
$5.40 to $5.75. ewes $4.75 to $5.20,
fair to good ewes around $5.00.
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This Exquisite Brass Bed
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FOR EL PASO

TINGS DURING LEGISLATURE

Special to The Evening Citizen.
Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 6. The Historical Society of New Mexico will
hold two public meeting during the
legislasession of the thirty-sevent- h
tive assembly, one on Tuesday evening, Feb. 19, and the other on Tuesday evening, Feb. 26. Through the
courtesy of the house of representatives these meetings will be held In
the chamber of that body at the cap-itbuilding.
The proceedings will be varied and
Interesting. Among those who will
take part will be Prof. V. K. CarrW
"Archaeloglc-aSubjects;"
son, on
Col. It. E. Twltchell, on "A Coronado
Celebration;" Judge A. J. Abbott, on

CUT-OF-

CRIMINATION

HISTORICAL SOCIETY TO HOLD

Ii

:r

Market Is Strong. Cows and State of Texas Lays Heavy Ottawa Cut-Of- f
Is Causing
Heifers Showing ParticHand on Traffic Manager.
Topeka Grief-FreiTrains
ularly Strong.
Concessions Result,
Operate on Belen Cut-Of-

ever, that It was very defamatory.
Justice McClellan said he would have
It translated Into English In the Interim and give It to the Jury to read
Chief
when It meets this evening.
McMillln
also had other letters
known to have been written by Pettlne. He said there was a similarity
In the chirography of the anonymous
letter and those In his possession, although he was not expert enough to
be positive that the letters were written by the same person.

PRINCIPAL WITNESSES.
resides
L. Uracil, merchant,
at 117 North Third street. James Coleman, shoe polIsher, resides above 119',i
Railroad avenue.
resides
D. Catallno, laborer,
319 Vi Mountain road.
n. Totl, merchant, resides SIT
North Third street.
Pr. Nacumull and Ir. Hust,
whose offices are In the N.
T. Armljo buildlnir.

post-morte- m

ft,

of

Witnesses

:

CATTLE

Berardinelli
ShootinB Testify Before Coroner's
Jury Which Meets Again
This Evening.

Principal

CITIZEN.

DELAY NO FREIGHT DfS

SHIPMENTIOi

OF DEATH

EVENING

ELECTS NEW DIRECTORS
Slot kho. leis of the
Albuquerque
Traction company met this afternoon
In the ofiice of Attorney A. B McMil
lln and elected a board of directors
for the ensuing year as follows;
President Solomon I. una.
Vice President and General Man
ager H. A. Jastro.
Secretary A. li.
M. W. Flournoy.
Treasurer
M. O. Chadbuurne
completes the
hoard.

Where to Dine Well

Albuquerque,

Santa Fe Restaurant

New Mexico

Open Day and Night.

Meals at all Hours. First Class Service Private
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobsters
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily.

J.

C.

BALDRIDGE

DEALER IN NATIVE A NO CHICAGO LUMBER

--

Unclcr Hmvov Htt5l
C. E. SUNTAAGG, Proprietor

S
P.VINT Covers more, looks best, wears
the longest, most economical; full measure.
llLMLDINa
plaster. Lime. Cement.
PAPKR Always In slock.
Paint, Glass, Sash, Doors, lOtc.
ITRST STREET AND COAL AVE. Vl.llt cl 'Eliyi E, NEW JIE.V.
SHERWIN-WILLIAM-

ALBUQUERQUE
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SALVATION ARMY

caravan and all the personal belongings were burned. This was done In
accordance with her will, her Romany majesty desiring to save nny
bickering among her relatives and
retainers over her "estate."

GIVES FEAST

CITIZEN.

recently came Into the capltol an
enormous batch of letters nnd petitions urging congress to prohibit
the sale of liquor In the District.
Last week, Down contributed Its share
to this agitation nnd next week some
other state, doubtless will undertake
to administer the moral condition of
the Capital City.
Then, too, Innumerable petitions
have been coming In nil through this
session against the proposed bill closing certain business establishments
on Sunday. As a matter of fact,
there is no clly til the country, where
Sunday Is more religiously recognized
than here. The one bill In question
relates
to
certain
establishments
maintained by Hebrews who strictly
observe Saturday as their Sabbath.
The excise laws are rigid, and the
sale of liquor, which Is In the hands
of three commissioners not beholden
to the voters as there are no voters
Is regulated so strictly that complaint Is often made that personal liberty In that regard Is Interfered with.

DO CONGRESSMEN SELL FIIEE

Not All Hut Ilnm1iii( I'urliiiH'.
M.
After all, Mr. Rurdctt-CnuttP., the American who changed his
name and nationality when ho married the late baroness, does not Inherit the great Iindon
bunk of
Coutts & Co. It now appears that,
under the will of the Duchess of
St. Albans, the Baroness Coutts was
entitled only to the Income front
bank, and that her ladyship had Charged That Some Having
To Hundreds of Actually Star- the
no Interest In the cnpitnl, which now
passes to Francis
lturdett Thomas No Farmer GonstltuentsSell
ving Poor From the GutMoney-CouttWhen the baroness
Mr.
married
lturdett In 1881. a questo Others That Have.
ters of London.
e
tion was raised whether by her
with a person not of English
birth she would forfeit her right to
an Interest hi the banki. and, to HUMAN
Gypsy
avoid litigation, she effected a. compromise with the successors named
Public Id nil Scandals.
will, unUNITE ANENT BEVERIDGE
Men In public life, particularly
WITH GYPSY CEREMONIES In the Durhes of St. Altmn's
der which the baroness surrendered
those from the western s:ates, have
the larger portion of the Income
during
repeatedly called attention
from the bank. It is not possible to
the present session of congress to the
will National Capital Tired of Governamount
which
estlmnte
the
urgent need of legislation with reBoarhound Saves Life of Mistress come to Mr. Burdett-CouttM. P.,
spect to the administration of affairs
very
a
handIt
wil
certainly
be
but
Appointment-Wanby
ts
ment
About to be Murdered for
connected with the public lands of
some fortune. Nenrly the whole of
the government.
There a pears to
to Elect Its Officials.
the property at the disposal of the
Her Money.
be little hope of anything being acbaroness was made over to the huscomplished this session, as the time
band before her will was drawn up.
Is too far advanced towards the day
thus securing him against any pos- Special Correspondence.
l!v William True linn llioruc.)
of adjournment and the disposition of
Washington, Feb. 6. The annual members to take up the matter Is
Special Correspondence.
sible attack as to his right to intight In the house of representatives not forceful enough to compel action.
London, Feb. 6. The closing pic- herit.
to keep the distribution of free seeds
ture of night In London a sight
As all the readers of newspapers
' vouchsafed nowhere else than here
in the agricultural bill, may lead to will recall, some of the biggest scanValiant Iog
Seized by the throat by a
an Investigation that will blaze the dals In public life of recent years
In the metropolis of the world, a
a burglar on the point of kill- way for reforms In this matter, which have grown out of those public land
drama of real life, played In the dark
shadows of Waterloo Bridge is the ing a woman for her money had a has been charged by some members matters; several prominent officials
midnight banquet served to a vast terrible struggle for life before he In doubt to bo hedged all about with have been indicted, tried and sencould make his escape, maimed and petty graft. When the question was tenced to the penitentiary for their
compaiy of poverty guests, the
broken, and outcast element bleeding. The story comes from before the committee one of the violations of law, and upwards of a
of the unemployed who have no bed Birmingham, where the police are In members brought out the fact that hundred persons are still awaiting
hospitals and quite a large number of members of trial on the charge of having become
by the touch with all the
for the night,
beaten, penniless, homeless wretches medical men, In the hope of cap- the house, especially those who have possessed of public lands through
who maybe never had a chance.
turing the fugitive it he applies for no rural constituency, had for many fraud and corruption. Four bills are
The banquet board Is the wide medical treatment.
Rogers, years been In the habit of selling before the respective committees of
Mrs.
pavement of the Victoria embank- wife of an auctioneer, was alone in their free seed quota.
the two houses of congress seeking
ment. In the foreground, to remind her home when a rough-lookin- g
man,
It was told that energetic young to remedy the evils arising from the
lookers-o- n
men
suddenly
enwho
window,
had
cenabout
the
Is
a
present system of disposing of gas,
a
forced
it
that
corridors had
twentieth
tury scene, one sees the brightly lit appeared before her and demanded gaged in a thriving business In the coal and oil and mineral lands In the
electric cars gliding along the em- money, declaring he would murder purchase of quotas from those who public domain.
Effort has been
bankment, aijd to give the picture Its her if she did not Instantly comply. did not want them and their sale to made to secure the enactment of a
true London atmosphere we have the Startled, but not intimidated, Mrs. those members who represented simple measure that will authorize
sullen Thames, moving along like Rogers called to a boarhound which farming districts.
The suggestion the president to withdraw from entry
some Inhuman monster whose eyes was lying under a table, unseen by has been made that It would be Inter- any of these lands under such conare the lights of Waterloo Bridge the Intruder. Instantly, the animal esting to know Just what members ditions as he may deem best, but
lamps, roving about to see what sprang out and seized the man by, procured
a little extra money even that is opposed by a powerful
faces reflect sufficient hopelessness the throat The burglar, a man of through the sale of their quota of coterie, especially In the senate, so
to become Its prey tonight. In the great strength, was obliged to defend free seeds, and that a comparison of that taken altogether there seems to
background is the line of men four himself against the onslaught, and this list with those who vote for the ne little hope of remedial legislation.
deep, thinly sprinkled with pale and Mrs. Rogers was the terrified witness continuance of the practice might The tight, apparently, is on betwen
wan women their eyes having the of a fierce and bloody struggle which throw a little light upon the strength public officials who want to see the
look of those who long ago lost lasted
for several minutes.
The of the vote to continue the practice public lands protected nnd the rephope, their hands grimy, their faces boarhound, though badly mauled, that is condemned by some of the resentatives of Interests that are takMany ing advantage of the present loosely
unshaven, their clothes poor rags, stuck bravely to his antagonist, but biggest men in the house.
their cheeks sunken from hunger. eventually the latter succeeded In members look upon this free seed constructed laws to come into posPresently a murmur runs through loosening the dog's hold on his distribution as a good thing, and session of as much land as possible
the black mass, a murmur of keen throat and made his escape, leaving from some points of view, It is, but, befoe public sentiment became so
animal satisfaction, as the smell of the room red with blood and the like everything else good, it seems to strong as to compel action by conbe easily abused.
gress.
food Is borne on the air. for hunger furniture scattered and broken.
has sharpened the scense of smell of
Won't Publish Contributors.
Tillman and Spooner Reconciled.
these human watchers. Two .coverMrs. WaestufT TcvlinU-nllGuilty.
Democratic members of the house
An Incident happening In the sened vans rattle up briskly, followed
A further chapter of the remarkby a trap driven by a Salvation Army able story of the two marriages of ate chamber during Mr. Beverldge's of represenailves have offered to make
officer.
Temporary tables the side- Mrs Dorothy Wagstaff was related at speech on his child labor bill shows a book that chairman "Jim" Sherand bruises man, of the Republican Congresboards of the pavement banquet
the Old Bailey, where she was put that the
are set up, and there arises the noisy on trial for bigamy. She was con- caused by heated debate between sional Committee, will not send a reclatter of tin bowls and the sound victed on her own confession, and senators are not necessary of long ply "as is a reply" to the recent let
of the soup being ladled from the sentenced to three days' imprison- standing and Incapable of being ter of the National Publicity OrganDuring the discussion of ization urging him to publish a list
big vats Into the bowls. At Bight of ment, which meant that she was re- healed.
the steam rising from the hot soup leased at once. The court fully ac- the Brownsville affair the feeling of the contributors to the recent conthe eager crowd breaks ranks and a cepted her statement that she be- between senators Tillman and Spoon-e- r, gressional campaign. Perry Belmont,
became so strong that Mr. Spoon-e- r chairman of this organization, sent
rush for the tables is made. But lieved the second wedding was legal,
in his reply to Mr. Tillman said he Identical letters of the chairman of
here the police enter. "Take your though aware that he,r first husplaces In line, or no soup," Is the band, Jcphson Jalland, was living. could no longer refer to him as a both committees and chairman "Jim"
Tillman retorted in kind Origgs of the democratic committee
eidlct that restores .order.
The deceased Mr. Wagstaff, who was "friend."
more savagely. The debute be- replied that their contributions were
.
A bowl of soup and a hunk
of a Justice of the peace, was made to but
small and that while he favored
bread to each, and a pinch of salt, figure in a bad light at the trial, it came so acrlmlnous that a secret all
such contributions as were
if the man be an epicure. There appearing that the accused woman session was held to dlclpline the publicity were
given when nothing had
are spoons, but a starving man finds had yielded to his Importunlngs and fiery South Carolinian and subse- received
spoonfuls too slow a process, so he assurances In going through an Il- quently he apollgized to ttie senate been said about the possibility of the
contributor's names being made pub
holds his bowl with both hands, legal ceremony
Mrs. and senators.
with him.
Now,
when Mr. Beveridge was lic; therefore he declined.
gulping greedily, and pausing now Wagstaff adjusted her hat over her
Sherman is equally good
and then to utter grunts of satisfac- rebellious tresses and stepped out of talking on his pet bill. Mr. Tillman in Chairman
writing evasive letters and his
tion. Soon the vats of soup are the prisoners' dock silently weep- wanted to propound a few questions,
empty and the mountains of bread ing, but smiling withal a free wo- but not being a lawyer he did not friends nnd political opponents agree
a similar pohave vanished. The banquet is serv- man, to receive the congratulations quite see how to frame his questions that he, too, will take
the possible exception
ed swiftly. There is no time for soft of many of her friends who had so as to "trap" the young Indiunlun. sition, with
he can not say his contributions
music or prayers.
For the guests, come up from Bedfordshire, where Spooner was opposed to the position that
were all small. Since last year .how
some at least, have come from the the people take the same view the of Mr. Beveridge. At one time in ever,
touching upon the subuttermost parts of London, walking court did as to who should be held the course of the three days' speech ject a bill
of campaign contributions has
of Mr. Beveridge, Mr. Spooner was on
five or six miles at least for the free blamable.
passed by both houses and there
feast of eoup and bread, and, hunger
Now that the criminal part of her his feet subjecting him to a fire of been
Mr. Tillman may be a new deal all around next
satisfied, they drift, back toward the case has been decided, Mrs. Wag pertinent questions.
down from his desk and year.
starting point, slouching along the staff intends to return to her home walked
hospitable embankment, up toward and defend her possession of the throwing his arm around the shoulof the man who only a few
the Strand, over the bridge, under million which her late bigamous hus- ders
days before had declined to recog- H. E. CAMPBELL
the archways,
through
dark, evil band, In his will, left unreservedly to nize him
streets whither?
my beloved
wife,
Dorothy question. as a friend, suggested a
Mrs.
You ask why the banquet Is fixed Wagstaff."
Mr. Wagstaff's relatives as a lawyerSpooner put the puestlon
would frame it nnd then
BUYS 15,000 WETHERS
at so late an hour? It Is because are the claimants, and It was their
watched for the answer. In
It Is given only to those who have attitude of persecution which drove Tillman
way Tillman and Spooner comno bed for the night. For a few the refined, sweet-face- d
woman to this
poured a dozen questions at
v. wiiiti: sixls 7.000
minutes the poor wretches are given voluntarily appear In court with her bined
Mr. Beveridge, all of them, apparently waltf.ii
Al.ltl
warmth, and for the rest of the dramatic confession of bigamy.
:itT
tiAltllKTT SK1.I.S
being suggested by Mr. Tillman, and
8,000.
wintry night they must roam the
every
obone
of
them
had
for
their
streets In despair.
Fidelity I'niiHual In Cuts.
ject the weakening of Mr. Beverldge's
C.
Walter
White
has sold a bunch
The coroner of East London was argument. When the last question
of 15,000 yearling wethers to H. E.
Aged Gypsy (juccn Dcuil.
summoned to Spitalilelds to Inquire had been asked
and answered. Mr. Campbell, a prominent sheep breeder
The funeral of the aged queen of nto the death of Miss Ellen Hazlctt.
all the gypsies, Henty Smith, who who lived all alone. The woman was Tillman took down his arm that had from Flagstaff, Ariz., who hus been
laid
affectionately
on the shoulders here several days looking over the
had ruled the destines of Romany found dead In her bed, in her home
for many years, took place In In Elder square. Nobody was with of Mr. Spooner. the two men turned local market, says the Roswell Rec
Handsworth. The queen was burled her at the time, nor had a medical and whispered to each other, and ord. Seven thousand of the sheep
well satisfied sold were the property of Mr. White
with the full Bohemian ritual. Since man been In attendance during her separated apparently
with the punctures they had made In and the other 8,000 belonged to Al.
her death, the caravan In which she Illness.
Yet Miss Hazlett was not
Garrett. The termr of the sale were
had held her court for half a cen- altogether alone, It might be said. the armor of the daughty senator
from Indiana.
Meanwhile the gal- private. The sheep are to be delivered
tury or more has been the mecca of for when the discovery of her death
resumpwere
leries
at
astonished
the
February 25 at some convenient
the Midland nomads, and at the fu- wus made, seven Persian cats were,
e
of those
personal point 011 the Rock island railroad
neral there were In attendance depu- the coroner was told, "keeping tion
friendly relations betwen the two west of Roswell. Mr. Campbell will
tations from all the tribes in the guard" over the body of their belov- men
who had Joined forces against run the sheep on his ranch In Aricountry. Following an ancient gypsy ed mistress. They offered objection
the advocate of the child labor hill.
zona.
custom, the clothing worn by Queen to any Interference with their
Henty before her death was placed
vigil, and had to be forcibly
Serlcc Pension Kill.
A Valuable
In the coffin, which was placed across ejected. Hearing of the incident, the
years over the
After struggling
"Six years ago I learned a valuable
two chairs outside the parish church manager of the Home for I.ost and subject, congress isforfinally ready
to
writes John Pleasant, of Magwhere the rites were performed. Starving Cats applied to the coroner enact a service pension bill that will lesson,"
Ind. "I then began taking Dr.
Her relatives, fully 200 In number, for permission to Bend for the bereft give a pension to every man who nolia,
New Life Pills, ami the longer
gathered around, and for a while all felines and give them a good home. served In the civil war. The senate King's
I take them the better I find them."
was Btlll. Then a single voice that
recently passed the bill and it has They please everybody. Guaranteed
of a woman could be heard readSO SOOTHING.
been unanimously reported to the by all druggists.
25c.
ing a passage from the Srrlptures,
house and will pass whenever called
by
Been
Felt
followed by the singing of the hymn Its Influence Hat
up. The bill does not require any
Many Albuquerque Readers.
God Be With You Till We Meet
proof of disability, merely proof of JIMMY DURHAM SIGNS
Again." Then the coffin, covered
service which must have been at
soothing
Tho
relief.
influence
of
with floral offerings, was placed in
least for a period of ninety days. The
from,
Itching
suffering
piles.
After
a hearse, and the mourners procost to the government of this proWITH KANSAS CITY
or
any
From
eczema
itchiness
the
of
in their
ceeded to the graveyard
posed legislation is variously estimatskin.
caravan. A dense mass of people
IS.unO.-iiHby
ed
officials
at
between
Makeg one feel grateful to the rem
at times unruly packed the roads,
and $15,000.0110 a year. The bill
Jimmy Durham sent his signed
and It was difficult for the procession edy.
includes tiie Mexican war veterans
hunDoan's
Ointment
soothed
has
grave.
She was buried
to reach the
gives $12 a month to veterans contract to George Tebeau at Kansas
and
beside King Esau, her husband, who dreds.
who are 62 years of age; $15 a month City. He says the terms first offered
Here's what one Albuquerque citizen to
He added that It
passed away many years ago.
those who are 70 years of age, and were satisfactory.
wus the first time he ever had signed
the queen's Bays:
After the funeral,
age
when
the
"5
of
has
been
reached
A. M. Wliltcomb, nursery, corner of
an argument over salary.
Eighth street and Tijeras avenue, ais maximum pension of $20 a month without
Durham
will sever his connection
paid.
practically
There
been
has
FuQ
Name
Remember
suys:
the
Always
"In my estimation there is no no opposition to this legislation both with a Wichita dally paper and will
olntnmct for the purpose that it is the president and
spend the balance of the winter at
used that can equal Doan's. There of pensions giving Itthe commissioner
their approval. his home in Douglas.
was a spot below my knee which anDurham went to Wichita and took
noyed me for ten years. Unine ec- Washington Wants
up clerical work on the Eagle after
zema it did not spread out, but. at
The district of Columbia, In which resigning here with the J. II. O'Rielly
times it itched bo exisperatingly, par- Washington Is situated, is unfortun- Drug company.
Jimmy said before
ticularly after 1 went to bed or sat ate In some respects. It has no elec- leaving that he would come back to
by the stove, that I scratched it until tive franchise and the congress of the Albuquerque and play next season
It smarted before relief came. I tried t'nlted States is its common council. with the Browns if he couldn't get
every salve and ointment I came Kor that reason many good people all ulong with Tebeau.
across; when one did not help 1 over the cmiutry Hood that body
bought another and slapped it on. with petitions and memorials urging
Rising From llio Grave.
Heading about Doan's Ointment in- the enactment of this or that sort of
A prominent
manufacturer, Win.
duced ma to procure a box. In a few legislation in tile belief that con- A. Fertwell, of Lucamu, N. C, relates
days the itchiness ceased and the life ditions here require the inauguration a most remarkable experience. He
says:
of the part affected was killed for of reforms of various kinds.
"After taking less than three
up to date, and it is now over six
Just at present the people of the bottles of Electric Bitters, I feel like
I
uso
stopped
of
tho
the district are being enlightened as to one rising from the grave. My troumonths since
Cure a Cold in One Day salve.
There has not been a Bympton what settlement should be made of ble Is llrlght's disease, In the Diathe liquor qui Ml. m. The Impression betes stage. I fully believe Electric
its appearance."
Cure Crip in Two Days of For
salo by a!l dea'erg. Trlco 50 must have none abroad that Wash- Bitters will cure me permanently, for
cents. Foster- - Mllburn Co., Buffalo, ington is the wlkedest city In the It h is already stopped the liver and
which have
the United land and that the rum shops form bladder complications
en every .New York, solo agents fur
States. Remember the name Doan's the greatest industry In the national trolmled me for years." Guaranteed
6.
capital. From Columbus, Ohio there by all druggists. Price only 50c.
and take no other.
s,
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notick von rmiiicAnoN.
Department of the Interior, United
States Dand Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 25, 1907.
Notice Is hereby given that Luis
Garcia of Carpenter, N. M., has filed
notice of his Intention to make final
five-yeproof In support of his
claim, viz:
Homestead entry No.
9220 made April 17, 1906, for the
NWK SE'A. NEV SW14, Sec. 19.
Tp. SON., Range 6E.. and that said
proof will be made before II. W. S.
Otero, United States court commissioner, at Albuquerque, N. M., on
March 6, 1907.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence
upon, and cultivation of, the land,

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

ar

ALBUQUERQUE

....

NEW MEXICO

Capital and Surplus. $100,000

viz:

INTEREST

Carlos Lopez, FeaVrlco Lopez, Fau-stl- n
Garcia and Luis Garcia y Garcia, all of Carpenter, N. M.
MANUEL It. OTERO.
Register.

ALLOWED

DEPOSITS

SAYINGS

ON

r,

o

NOTICE FOK PUBLICATION.
With Ample Meana and Unsurpassed

Department of the Interior, United
States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 25, 1907.
Notice is hereby given that Jose
Grlego y Garcia of Carpenter, N. M.,
has filed notice of his Intention to
make final five-yeproof In support
of his claim, viz:
Homestead entry
No. 9678 made July 17, 1096, for
the SE4
Sec. 35, Tp. 10 N.,
Range 6E., and lot 1 and SE14
Sec. 2, and lot 4, Sec. 1, Tp. 9N.,
Range 6E., and that said proof will
be made before United State Court
Commissioner II. W. S. Otero, at Albuquerque, N. M., on March 6, 1907.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence
upon, and cultivation of, the land,

19

ar

SE,

NE,

Mali t

Facilities.

t

2H21QIS5S9

Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation,
New Accounts Capital,' $150,000.00.

Solicits

and

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
Solomon Luna, President; W. S. Strlckler, V. P. and Cashier; W. 3.
Johnson. Asst. Cashier; Wm. Mcintosh, J. C. Bald ridge, Salomon Luna, A. M. Blackwell,
Geo. Arnot, O. E. Cromwell.

viz:

Venceslado Grlego, Jose Armenta,
Rafael Grlego and Carlos Grlego, all
of Carpenter, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.

DEPOSITORY FOK TIC3 ATCIHSON, TOPEKA AND SANTA FE UT.

NOTICE FOK PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior, United
Stafts Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 25. 1907.
ir
Notice is hereby given that
Garcia of Carpenter, N. M.,
his filed notice pf his Intention to
make final five-yeproof in support
of his claim, viz: Homestead entry
No. 9298, made May 1, 1906, for tho

FIRST NATIONAL BANK I

Mel-cho-

ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW MEXICO

ar

NWVI

SEV4

Tp.

and

N

SW,

Sec. 30,

JOSHUA S. RAYNOLDS
M. W. FLOURNOY
FRANK McKEB
R. A. FROST
H. F. RAYNOLDS

9N., Range 6E., and that said
proof will be made before H. W. S.
Otero United States court commissioner, at Albuquerque, N. M., on
March 6, 1907.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence
upon, and cultivation of, the land,

President
Vice President
Caahler
Assistant Cashier
Director

U. B. DEPOSITORY
Capital
Authorized
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits

viz:

Candelarlo Ruiz, Pedro Garcia y
Garcia, Jose Grlego and Luis Garcia
y Garcia, all of Carpenter, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.

Depoiltory for Atchison, Topcka

&

$500,000.96
$250,000.01

Santa Fe Railway Company

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Department of the

STATE NATIONAL BANK

Interior, United
States Land Otr'ce.
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 25, 1907.
Notice is hereby given that Daniel
Jinso of Carpenter, N. M., has filed
notice of his intention to make final
five-yeproof in support of his
claim, viz:
entry No.
Homestead
9461 made May 22, 1906, for
the
SW'i SE and SEVi SWU, Sec. 12,
Tp. 10N., Range BE., and that said
proof will be made before H. W. S.
Otero, United StateB court commissioner, at Albuquerque, N. M., on
March 5, 1907.
He names the following witnesses
to prove
his continuous residencs
upon, and cultivation of, the land,

ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW MEXICO

ar

CAPITAL.

$100,000.00
20,000.00

SURPLUS FUND

With ample Capital, Conservative Management and Representative
Board of Directors we are prepared to offer unexcelled facilities
for the transaction of all legitimate branches of Banking
Business.

viz:

Leandro Jaramillo,
Jesus Garcia,
Donaciano Gutlerres
and Manuel
Gutierres, all of Carpenter, N. M.
MANUEL It. OTERO,
Register.

MARRON, President; Wm. FARR, Vice President; J. B.
HERNDON, Cashier; ROY McDONALD, Assistant Cashier.

O. N.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior, United
States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 25. 1907.
Notice Is hereby given that Eduar-d- o
Carter of Chilili, N. M., has filed
notice of his intention to make final
five-yeproof In support of his
claim, viz: Homestead
entry No.
6752 made Jan. 2, 1902, for the E',4

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
4

Wholesale Grocers

ar

NEH.

Sec. 12, Tp. 8N., 6E., NWVi
NWVi, Sec. 7, and SW
SWVi, Sec.
6, Tp. 8N., Range 7E., and that said
proof will be made before II. W. S.

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

Otero. United States court commis
sioner, at Albuquerque, N. M., on
March 15. 1907.
He names the following witnesses
to prove
his continuous residence
upon, and cultivation of, the land,

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

slz:
Miguel Apodaca, Fablo Beldonado,
Cldllo Montoyo and Celso Carter, all
of Clilllll, N. M.

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register,
NOTICE I OH PUBLICATION.

IF YOU ARE IN SUSPENSE

Department of the Interior, United
States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M Jan. 25, 1907.
Notice Is hereby given that Carlos
Grlego of Carpenter, N. M., has filed
notice of his intention to make final
live-yeproor in support of his
claim, viz:
Homestead
entry No.
9679. made July 17, 1906. for the

as to the best purchasing place for
finished building lumber dispel your
anxiety of mind by marching right
straight to this office. Our yard Is
stacked and stocked full of the
choicest output of the highest grade
lumber mills and you'll not turn away
on account of our pricing.

'

b

NW"4, NWVi
SWVi, Sec. 1,
SEVi. Sec. 2, Tp. 9N.. Range
6E., and that said proof will be made

and

N

'i

before the t'nlted Stales Court Commissioner. H. W. S. Otero, at Albuquerque. N. M., on March 5, 1907.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence
upon, nnd
cultivation of, the land,
vii:
Venceslado Grlego Jose Armenta,
Rafael Grlego and Jose Grlego y
Garcia, all of Carpenter, N. M.
MANUEL It. OTERO,
Register.
NOTICE

RIO

5

Kill PUBLICATION.

want

vafli'Vfl

In

HvArtlftfnV
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K0 B. PUTNEY5C9m

"OLD RELIABLE.

ESTABLISHED 1S73.

L.

FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries the largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Stanle Groceries in
in the Southwest.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILROAD AVENUE.

ALBUQUERQUE. N.

M.

C

HKXK0 tOtOtOtOtOtptoto O9OO0mO000m
THE

y
Faustln Garcia. Pedro Garcia
Garcia, Carlos Lopez and Jose Griego,
all of Carpenter, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
pimi

CO.

THE WHOLESALE GROCER

viz:

If

LUMBER

Corner Third ana Marquette

Department of the Interior, United
States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M Jan. 25. 1907.
Notice is hereby given that Juan
Antonio Garcia of Carpenter, N. M.,
has filed notice of his Intention to
proof In support
make final five-yeof his claim, viz:
Homestead entry
No. 9297, made May 1, 1906, for the
S' SWVi. See. 19, and NV4 NWVi,
Sec. 30, Tp. 9N., Range 6E.. and that
said proof will be made before H. W.
S. Otero, United States Court Com
missioner, at Albuquerque, N. M., on
March 5, 1907.
lie names the following witnesses
to prove
his continuous residence
upon, and cultivation of, the land,

trv aa Evening Citizen want

GRANDE

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkote Rooting
'

First and Marquette

Albuquerque, New

Mttco
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DIAZ REQUESTED

The Room You Sleep In
should be restful to the eye as
well as to the body to prevent
that tired feeling when you get
up. One of our Brass Red
and Princess Dressers Is a
thlnf of beauty and a Joy for
ever, and a Lrggctt
Piatt
with an Ostermoor
spring
g
Mattress is a

TO SUPPRESS

life-lon-

EVEN UNO

offered in lieu of the standing off. r In
this case.
The bullion was originally shipped
from the O. F. Colton mines at
Searchlight, Nev., and not from the
Randsburg mines, as was erroneously
reported at the time of the robbery.
One bar weighed 236 ounces ami the
other 1594 ounces.
The offer of the large reward indicates that the detectives of the express company have been unable to
discover any trace of the robber,
and the bounty may be earned by the
county olllcers.

TAOR SEVEN.
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A Call to My Sale

o

OEMEMBER that the
end of my great

o

J. D. EMMONS

o
o
oo
o
o
o

Clearance Sale comes
when I close my door
SATURDAY NIGHT,
the 16th.
&

limiting for Trouble.

20 years,

California
Death of Celebrated Montes nnd"I'venm lived
still hunting for trouble In
the way of burns, sores, wounds,
Has Moved Mexicans to
bolls, cuts, sprains, or a case of piles
In

J

Ul'SWSB,

Salve won't
quickly cure," wrles Charles Walters,
og Alleghany, Sierra county. No use
Cor. Coal & 2d. V. End Viaduct.
hunting, Mr. Walters; it cures every
vl'- -'
Auto Phcne 474. Cclo. Pfaont , Rtd 177
Guaranteed by all druggists.
City of Mexico, Feb. 6. The awful case.
death of Montes, the famous Spanish 25c.
bull fighter, by being gored by a bull
In the Plaza de Tores In Mexico City,
he stopped the train, signalled the has aroused In the federal capital a COPPER MINED BEFORE
engineer to back up, and went back strong sentiment against the cruel
LOOK
bravely to meet his fate, or rather sport. The result of this feeling Is
his wife. What happened to him we a petition which Is being circulated
COLUMBUS WAS BORN
lo not know, for we have not peon and In which President Dlax will be
him since.
asked to suppress bull fighting by
IMPLEMENTS AND ORNAMENTS
law.
shippers and employes
years there has been growing
OF COPPER DISCOVERED IN
PAY TIIK PRICE upFor strong
O
feeling against the sport
a
PREHISTORIC MOUNDS IN
With polil and diamond sleeve but
apparent
AMERICA.
tragedy
recent
CENTRAL
has
and
this
tons and pearl necklaces as souvenirs
for his men and women friends, Na ly crystallzed It Into action. The
thaniel F. Moore, son of one of the press reports from Mexico City say
was mined on Isle Itoyale,
Prevention In Copper Superior,
chief owners of the Hock Island rail- that the Society for the
many years before
Lake
In
capital
to
Cruelty
the
Animals
of
system.
a
a
few
dinner
road
Rave
Columbus was born, says the Copper
nights ago that cost In the neighbor has been enlisted In the anti-bu- ll
Prehistoric races used the
men Era.
hood of $20,000, and takes rank with lighting crusade. Among the movemetal for their Implements and orna
repasts that have gained attention In who have been foremost In this
copper occurred In na
is Lie. Jose Lopez Portlllo y ments. The
Are Even Larger Than Fa- the past. It was In celebration of his ment
Neighbor Clot Pooled.
primicongress, who tlve or volcanic rocks and the
twenty-thir- d
birthday anniversary Rojas. a member of own
no
dug
out
It
with
better
was
literally coughing myself to
tive
miners
"I
expense
a
published at his
mous 929. Which Took
that young Mr. Moore made his has
Much death, nnd had become too weak to
than stone sledges.
pamphlet entitled "Abajo los Toros," tools
friends his guests.
and CURE
prospecting was done, judging by the leave my bed; and neighbors predict
World's Fair Prize.
For the most part the men were In which Is a most forceful presentation numerous holes and pits.
No less ed that I would never leave It alive.
The of the arguments against the
timate friends of Mr. Moore.
than 50,000 of the crude tools used but they got fooled, for thanks be to
WITH
vounir women, with few excentlons
Wednesday, Feb. 6.
In the early days have already been Ood, I was Induced to try Dr. King's
I he Haldw ni Locomotive w orks is are playing In theaters. The party
Great masses ot native New Discovery.
recovered.
It took Just four
turning out a new type of engine for was held In a private room In Rec
copper have been unearthed; many one dollar bottles to completely cure
the Santa Fe. These new engines are tor's and lasted until nearly 5 o'clock T
of these had been worked for frag the cough and restore me to good
known as the sixteen hundred class In the morning.
MR. GKO. D. SWEKT
Then motor cars
ments of the metal, as cutting with sound health." writes Mrs. Eva Un- oil burners, and are built to climb took the diners to Churchill's where
rONSUMPTION
Met
Im capher. of Orovertown, Stark county.
was
almost
Implements
the
crude
SETTLING
OP
FAST
60c 1 1.00
OUCHS and
the heavy glades in the mountains.
FDR
coffee and liquors were served.
Takes
Pleasure
in
12,000 Indiana.
weighing
possible.
mass
king
cough
A
This
of
and
The first of this new class arrived
Fret Trial.
OLDS
Nathaniel F. Moore is the son of
pounds was carried away in a vessel cold cures, and healer of throat and
Presenting
In Emporia recently.
It Is eighteen James II. Moore. The young man was
lungs,
guaranteed
theIs
by
by
primitive miners. In late
all druggists.
Surest and Quickest Our for all
feet from the track to the top of the married on Nov. 13, 1905, the bride
Santa Fe, X. M., Feb. 6. One hun- years mass copper, like that from $50 and $1.00. Trial bottle free.
THROAT and LUNO TROUBboiler. This class of engine is to be being Miss Helen Fargo, daughter of dred and
original Isle Royale, was eagerly sought, bu
seventy-thre- e
LES, or MONEY BACK.
even larger than the famous 929, Wm. Cougdell Fargo of New York homestead
final no copper of importance was found
entries,
nineteen
FREE LUNCH AT THE WHITE
which took the prize at the St. Louis Young Moore is widely known In Chi homestead entries and sixteen desert Many articles made from Isle Rnyalc ELEPHANT.
world's fair for the largest engine in cago.
Williams' Indian Fits
land entries were filed during the copper are still being found In
will cure Ullnd,
SDr.
the world. The 929 weighed 180 tons,
month of January at the United mounds and graves throughout the
sua Itching
A survey has been made for a viawhile the new engine weighs 192. The
office at Santa Fe. Tor- country, even as far away as Centra
Piles. Il absorb the tumors.
land
Staes
new class has ten drive wheels, the duct to cross the Santa Fe tracks at rance county Is still ahead of the
allays the itching at once, sets
us a poultice, ir!ves Instant re
wheels being six feet In dlamter. They Needls, Cal. The north terminus will other counties In original homestead America.
lief. Dr. WUlliims'lnrtlani'lleOlnt-luont
are to be compound engines with all be on A. & P. uvenue and the south claims recorded, but was pressed ORCHARDS PAY IN
i nirnarocl for Piles and Itch- box
Every
of the latest Improvements In their terminus will be on the north side of close last month by Santa Fe county.
purts.
prtvalo
of
Inn
the
Is
ROSWELL VALLEY
y aruirgiKis, nj man on
warranted.
driving gear.
Front street, about sixty feet east of
W. (. t'rton and sons have cleaned
business In detail follows:
of prl-- . no cents and fl.OU. WILLIAM
The firebox contains clay balls the Junction of D street with Front The
1
17-:
IWNUFsCTURING T1 . Props..
Ifreland. OMo.
up the business relative to last year's
entries,
Original
homestead
20 People and Band & Orchestra
about ten Inches In diameter. The oil street. The viaduct will be over 700 acres entered, 26.952.
FOR SALE BT S. VANN ft SON.
or
Final horns-stea- d apple crop of their thlrteen-ucr- e
Is turned among these and lighted. feet long and will greatly facilitate
Messenger
Hoy
Tlio
is
says
One
entered, chard northeast of Roswell,
of the
the
entries, 19; acres
These clay balls become Intensely hot, the travel of the people who now live 2,857. Desert land entries, 18; acres Record. The total receipts from the
Brilliant and Fascinating of
DON J. RANKIN & CO.
giving a much more even heat than in the Pinney addition, which is prac entered. 2,720.
The total
orchard were $4,614.42.
FIRE3 INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE
AH American Comedy
coal. One man could not shovel coal tically cut off from the town except
entries expense for pruning, spraying, lrrl
The original homestead
LOANS.
Dramas.
fast enough to feed a furnace the size by long detour around the extensive were
divided among the various coun gating, gathering, marketing, etc., was
Automatic Phone 451. ,
these new engines contain, and keep yards of the Santa Fe.
$2,159.
This leaves a balance of
ties of the district as follows:
Room 10, N. T. Armljo Building
it hot enough to pull a train.
Bernalillo. 12; Colfax. 3; Guada $188.87 an acre. The orchard
The work of excavating for the
An engine of this size costs the
GOLD
SHELL
years
speak
figures
GLASSES
old.
These
16; McKinley, 1; Mora, 6; Rio eleven
Santa Fo $20,000, and the repairs are foundations of the new Harvey lo-t- lupe.
HIGHLAND LIVER
and explain why
Pricei
and Santa Fe depot and office Arriba, none; San Juan. 6; San Mi- for themselves
50c, 75c, $1.00 THE
twice as expensive, and heavy as on
valley
Fe,
none;
Pecos
orchard land Is more
Santa
BAM BROOK BHO.
romm.
any other engine. These new engines building at Needles was commenced guel. 11; Sandoval,
than corn or wheat bearing
LIVKUY ANI ItOAKDIXO STABLE
west. this week by quite a large force of 45; Socorro, 1; Taos, none; Torrance, valuable
are to pull heavy
trains
further
land.
m
SADDLE HORSES SPECIALTY
men. A building Is being erected for 69: Valencia. 3.
The final homestead entries were:
The "Sadie" for Mountain Parties
the architect's office. This will be
IMPROVEMENTS AROl'T
on
Scats
Tuesday,
sale
6th,
Feb.
".;
4;
Juan,
San
C.uadalupe, 4; Mora,
HAIR DRESSER ANT CIIIROPO
and at special rates on week days
SANTA 1'E SHOPS. occupied by Mr. Bryan, the supervisat Matson's.
DIST.
Any style frame, fitted with
Anto. Phone 601. No. 113 John Si.
the erection of San Miguel, 5; Taos, 1; Torrance,Rer-2.By the public little is known of ing architect, during Engineer
Xo.
were
parlors,
Mrs. Bambini, at her
The desert land entries
Knight
new structure.
the best grade White Brathe splendid Improvements that are the Albuquerque
209 West Railroad avenue, is pr
Is In charge of the nalillo, 1; San Juan, 8; Torrance, 7.
zilian Lens. Will be in Albubeing made by the Santa Fe in their of
all
thorough
give
treat
scalp
pared to
querque soon. It will pay
The total number of entries of
shops here, says the Raton Range. work.
any one needing glasses to
kinds since the first of the year U ment, do hair dressing, treat corns.
riRB
A new brick building forty by ninety
The new route Is through a portion 208; acres entered, 32,529.
Ingrowing
She
bunions and
nails.
INSUI9AMOK.
watch The Citizen for date
feet has been finished, this Is called of Texas which is developing very
Secretary
Mutual
gives massage treatment and man!
Building Assocla
of arrival and location. Dithe power house. It contains three rapidly. Thousands of new settlers
tlon. Office at 217 West Railroad'
curing. Mrs. Bambini's own prepara.
plomas
and
endorsements
one hundred and fifty horse power have gone into that region during the JAPS INVAOE CALIFORavenue.
on file.
tlon of complexion cream builds up
boilers and a complete heating sys- last year and more are coming In by
the skin and Improves the complex
ONE
tem which furnishes the boilers with every train. The principal town on
SATURDAY
Ion,, and is guaranteed not to be InNIA IN BIG BUNCHES jurious She also prepares a hair
hot water thus enabling them to pro the Texas line Is Amarlllo, which has
NIGHT
FREE
EXAMINATION
duce their full working power.
a population of several thousand peo
tonic that cures and prevents danONLY
FEBRUARY
A massive engine drives two sevenple.
druff and hair falling out; restorei
m
m
m
ty kilowatt generators that produce
moled,
removes
to
hair;
guard
life
dead
of
It looked like the advance
An Increase In salary of 5 per cent
welding, electric
electricity
for
army early last evening, warts and superfluous hair. Also a
with Raube and Mauger
cranes, lights and many other uses. nan been given to onice employes the Japanese
e
seventy-fivJap laborers face powder, a freckle cure and pimwhen fully
Office, 115 North First St.
The large air compressors will be of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific marched
ple
cure.
cure
pile
All
of
these
and
New
The
street
York Eye
single file
Third
ALBL'QCKRQUE, N. M.
driven by the generators and a railroad In Chicago. It affects all who from the direction down
the Santa Fe preparations are purely vegetable
Specialist
thorough compressed air system is receive less than $100 a month and station, says the Sanof Rernardlno
viIncompounds.
a
Have
added
In
Just
the
Modern
being Installed, one hundred pounds who have not received an Increase dex. They were headed for a Jap- brator machine
air
for treatment of
Comedy Drama
of air being available in any part within a year. of these there are anese lodging house in lower Third scalp, face and cure of wrinkles. It
Dealers
In
Groceries,
500.
more
Provisions, Hay.
than
of the works.
m
m
m
street, where they were lodged for Is also used for rheumatism, pains
Grain and Fuel.
Near the power house are two immassage.
In
and
a
hole.
The
night
rats
like
Fine Line of Imported Wines Liquors
At n meeting of the stockholders of the
mense stand pipes. One sixty-fou- r
were evidently laborers and will
and Cigars. Place your orders for
'1
feet in di- the Eastern Railway company of New Japs
feet high and twenty-fou- r
until
at
hotel
temporarily
stop
the
NURSERY
PRODUCTS
this line with us.
held at the
ameter, the other fifty-fofeet high Mexico, the Helen cut-of- f,
agent
work.
them
finds
213-2- 1
2
17 NORTH THIRD 8T.
"SHORT
Near office of the company In Las Vegas, their
LINE"
and thirty feet In diameter.
basin all of the system of railway In New
EH l' IT AND
SHADE TREES,
these tanks a large settling
to the milling camps of Colorado,
SHRUBS, VINES AND FLOWERS.
built of cement has been made, thir- Mexico, known as the Pecos Valley OFFERS REWARD OF
THIRD
lines, was purchased by the Eastern
I'tah and Nevada; to Denver,
ty feet In diameter and thirty-fiv- e
BUY OF SOME ONE YOU KNOW.
company.
Hallway
.Springs
Colorado
nnd
Pueblo,
is
will
depth.
waste
water
In
N.
12
The
W.
SO. WALTER
feet
ALGEK,
by way of Santa Fe, X. M., and
How into this basin from which It
ONE THOUSAND DOLLARS STREET.
Nothing Finer Will be Here
A bill to regulate the taxation of
the
will be pumped Into a large tank
Itching Piles.
All Kinds or Fresh and Salt Meat
for the Impurities to settle and will Pullman sleeping and tourist cars was
All Season.
in the legislative council
If you are acquainted whh anyone
Steam Sausage Factory.
then be forced to the smaller tank introduced
DENVER
RIO
GRANDE
&
CAP-TIRby W. O. Sargent. It takes the com
E
SEEKS TO
who is troubled with this distressing
E.MIL KLIENWOHT
where it will be ready for use again. pany
12 on every $100 of valuation
HAHSTOW m i. LION
ailment you can do him no greater
Masonic Building, North Third Street
This means a saving for the comRAILROAD
T5,
$1.00 and $1.56
irlifs
ROIIBERS.
favor than to tell him to try Champany of many dollars spent for and places the assessment of sleeping
cars at $6,000 and of tourist cars at
Box Seats, 12.00.
berlain's Salve. It gives Instant rethrough the fertile Ran Luis valwater.
7.
$2,000.
lief.
Price 25 cents per box. Sold
ley; also to the San Juan country
San Bernardino, Cal., Feb. 6. One by all druggists.
on sale at Matson's Thursday,
SANTA EE rUT-OF- F
Seals
of
Colorado.
Locomotive engineers of the Chi- thousand dollars reward Is offered for
TO OPEN FKIUtrAUY 15TII.
INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE-NOT- ARY
so that our business men may be able
Notice.
of the man
For information as to rates,
The Santa Fe announces that the huahua division of the Mexican Cen- the arrest and conviction two
PUBLIC,
to
see
conIn
this
the
of
parties
All
Interested
bars
excellent
stole
the
per
or
who
20
men
tral
cent
a
have
asked
for
attraction.
will be ready for opthe new cut-otrain service, descriptive literature
office struction of cement walks, work guarbullion from the Wells-Farg- o
E,
Room
Cromwell
eration about February 15. The com- raise In pay.
address.
Block,
at llarstow, and recovery of the bul- anteed, please leave orders at the ofCurtain will not rise until
querque.
p. ni.
pletion of this new line will afford
Telephone 174
S. K. HOOPER,
arAll
Opinion
fice
K.
Publlca.
La
of
H.
Fell,
to
chief
clerk
lion.
Division
the Santa Fe a new transcontinental Superintendent James
General Passenger & Ticket Agent
Kurn In this
The company has a standing offer rangements for work of that kind
FEE'S PEERLESS HOME-MADroute between a point on Its line In
Give us your ROUGH DRY work.
city,
notary
appointed
Denver, Colo.
a
has
been
pub of $300 for the capture and convic- will be made at the above office.
CANDIES,
AT WALTON'S DRUG Monday, and get it back Wednesday.
Kansas and this city and will be used
is
TRUJILLO.
$1,000
LOUIS
lic.
thieves,
of
but
the
tion
STORE.
exclusively for Its through business to
Imperial Laundry Co.
and from California.
The Southern
Kansas division and the Pecos Valley
line will be used as links in this new
route, which will traverse the Panhandle of Texas, instead of by way
B
of l.a Junta, Colo., and down through
H.
New Mexico, as at present.
The importance of this new line
will not only be that It will save altout
twenty hours time for passenger
ooomo909o-9yomo9omo9090- 9
om
trains between Chicago ami San Fran-Ciscm
but It will also mean an enormous saving in cost of operation. The
heavy grades of the La Junta route H
have long been the source of heavy
cost. To cut down the time between
Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Chicago and San Francisco twenty-fou- r
IJELUX IS 31 MILKS SOUTH OF ALBUQUERQUE,
hours is an achievement of which
N. M , AT THE JUNCTION OF THE MAIN LINE OF
Fe
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of
ALL FAST LIMITED EXPRESS. MAIL AXD
the advocates of the new route are
NO EAST AND
LEAD!
SANTA FE SYSTEM
THE
FREIGHT TKU.VS OF THE SANTA FE WILL CO
very proud. It is stated by officials
WEST FROM CHICAGO, KANSAS CITY. GALVESTON
of the road (hat there is no question
OVER THE MAI.V LINE THROUGH TO BELEN, EAST
AND POINTS EAST TO SAN FRANCISCO, LOS ANGEabout being able to reduce the time
AM) WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
AND
LES,
NORTHERN
AND FROM THE EASTERN
that much and it is not unlikely that
the actual running time of the pasSTATES TO EL PASO AND TEXAS.
THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER OF
senger trains may be still shorter
1,000 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS, 23x140
than Is now estimated.
THE CITY, WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM IMFEET. LAID OUT WITH BROAD 80 AND
PROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR GRAVEL.
E. P. & S. W. (OMIUTIili
STREETS, WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDE, WITH
(
KIIK.OT HIS win;
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASBEAUTIFUL LAKE AND PUBLIC PARK A. D On AND
MODERN HOTEL AND A
A lapse of memory on the part ot
OLD SHADE TREES; PUBLIC SCHOOL HOUSE. COSTGOOD.
NEWSPAPER.
&
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S.
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Depew
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ING 116,000; CHURCHES; COMMERCIAL CLUB; A
disW. Wednesday, threatened the
OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS
POPULATION
OF 1,500 PEOPLE; SEVERAL LARGE
says
family,
n
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happy
of
ruption
HELEN
ESTABLISHMENTS; THE
MERCANTILE
OS EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANHoy Spanish American. lie had takPATENT ROLLER MILL, CAPACITY 150 BARRELS
en his wife on this run for company
TY
DEEDS.
PURCHASE
MONEY
and when the train arrived at Roy
DAILY; LARGE WINERY: THREE HOTELS, RESCASH.
spend
MAY REMAIN ON NOTE,
the
to
I'epew
decided
Mrs.
TAURANTS. ETC. HELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIPtwenty minutes stop here in the depot
WITH MORTGAGE SECURITY FOR ONE YEAR,
PING POINT FOR WOOL. FLOUR, WHEAT, WINE,
depending on hr husband to inform
ITS
BEANS AND HAY IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO.
WITH 8 PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.
leave.
to
When
was
it
time
her when
IMPORTANCE AS A GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILthe time arrived for the train to leave.
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES IF
ROAD CITY IN THE NEAR FUTURE CAN NOT BE
c luctor Iiept-- had forgotten that
YOU
customary
WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS.
ESTIMATED.
his
wife.
With
a
had
he
"all aboard" be swung himself on the
train and was gone. After going about
scooooc-eC'oooooothe
WM, M. BERGER, Sefy
lour miles. in going through
iOHN BECKER, Pies'.
ZZ
train, he missel a passenger. and
then realized that he bad a wife waiting for him' in the Roy depot. With
the usual presence of mind of a man
who is constantly subject to perilous
positions, be realized there was but
iuie tiling to do In sin h an emergency
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ALBUQUERQUE

LOCAL AND

PERSONAL

e.

1

James l.urnn. the mining man.

Our New Styles in Low
Shoes for Women: Patent
Kid, Patent Colt and Vici Kid
and Canvas.
They look dainty,

Strap Sandals,

fit and

wtw

well.

Patent Kid.

Kid or

$1.33 to $3.00
Vict Kid Oxfords, light or exten1.50 to 3.00
sion soles
Patent Kid Oxfords, light or exten2.50 to 3.S0
sion soles
'.

White Canvas Oxfords, lenthor or
1.50 to 2.00
wood heels
Gray Canvas Oxfords, leather or
wood heels
2.00

BRICHAM
Headquarters for Coffee

C. N.
118-120-

2nd.

S.

OurfcLeaders The Celebrated Richelieu Coffees
Packages, 25c and 35c per lb.
1 lb. tins, 45c.

I
I

b.

3

--

tins, 85c.
lb .tins, $1.00.

Capitol Coffee
b.

bucket,

premium,

with

$1.00.

Something unique
Bulk coffee, 20c to 40c.

Golden Gate coffee

I
I
I

tlnB

0c- -

can.

CO.

MEXICO'S

NEW

a

Try

T. Y. MAYNARD

HICKOX-MAYNAR- D

LEADING

lm.
Itcgular meeting; of Hip K'l(illts of
Columbus tonight nt Ited Men's hall
Ht 8 o'clock.
Captain W. H. Ulllen water of the
Montezuma Trust company, Is in Santa Fe on business.
"A Messenger Hoy" company at
the Klks' opera house this evening
carries Its own orchestra.
Major Krriest Meyers Is among
looking In on the legislature from the balcony.
J. W. Akers of the firm of Town- semi & Akers, saloon keepers of Santa Fe, Is in the city on business.
T. J. Sawyer, representing the American dumber company, was a passenger for Uallup on the flyer today.
There will be a special review of
Alamo Hive No. 1, I,. O. T. M. nt the
Odil Fellows' hall this afternoon at 4
o'clock.
J. M. Holllster, mannger of the re
finery department of the Continental
Oil company, Is In the city from
says with
The Morning Journal
profound wisdom thnt the where
abouts of Pettlne, the murderer, Is a
mystery
Frank Dibert. assistant general
manager of the Santa Fe Central,
came down from Santa Fe last night
on business.
A. A. Trimble and wife, who have
been spending several months In
California, ure expected
southern
home within a week.
Mrs. Emma Harney and Miss Minnie Partridge came down from Cer-rllllast night to attend the performance of "Sis Hopkins."
It. P. Hall, proprietor of the Albuquerque Foundry and Machine works,
has returned from a visit to his family at Hollywood, Cal.
The fire department was called out
at 11 o'clock last night by a false
alarm, turned In from the corner of
Atlantic avenue and Third street.
St. John's Guild held Its regular
monthly meeting this afternoon at
the vestry rooms of the church. Im
portant business was under consideration.
I A. Albers reached a mile-poIn his life yesterday and last night he
was the victim of a surprise gotten
up by friends.
About thirty people
took part.
The Morning Journal is seeking the
position of press ugent for the territorial mounted police. No wonder the
legislature desires to abolish the department.
d
General Superintendent I. L.
of the Santa Fe coust lines is in
the city on one of his periodical trips
of Inspection. He is accompanied by
his son.
The Woman's Circle of the First
Baptist church will hold their monthly social tea at the home of Mrs. Long
6 10 South Hroadway Thursday after
noon at 2:30.
There will be no Wednesday, evening prayer meeting ut the Baptist
church as usual on account of the
series of meetings at the North Sev
enth street Baptist mission.
Mrs. K. E. and Mrs. L. B. Putney
will entertain on Saturday, February
3.
Cards at the residence on West
Copper avenue from 2 till 4 o'clock
will be followed by a dinner at the
Alvarado.
Special convocation of Rio Grande
Chapter No. 4 H. A. M., this evening
for work in the Hoyal Arch degree.
After work a banquet will be served
A full attendance Is desired. By or
der of the H. I". J. C. Ferger, sec
retary.
All members of
the Fraternal
I'nion of America are requested to at
tend the funeral of Bro. B. Berardl- nelli tomorrow morning at 9 o'clock
from the church of the Immaculate
Conception. By order of Fraternal
Master.
One of the best residences In the
city has Just been completed by Con
tractor C. J. Mace on west Tljeras ave
nue.
The structure Is for the well
known sheep man, J. A. Garcia. It
Is modern and up to date In every re
sped. The total cost Is $5,000.
Mrs. Hose Hunt, who has been in
the city several weeks at the bedside
of her daughter, Miss Mabel Hunt,
who was quite seriously 111, left on the
limited today for her home nt Los
Angeles.
Miss Hunt has recovered
sufficiently to be able to ride out.
Geo. J. Salle of Silver City is registered nt the Alvarndo. Mr. Salle,
who Is president of the Consolidated
i.uimuT company, nas just closed a
deal with the government for eight
million fed of lumber on the Gila
os

tins, 80c.
nothing like it In the city.
b.

GEO. W. niCKOX

Is

'

down from ferrlllos.
Geo. W. Harrison Is In Santa
KV fur a few days.
Mrs. W. N. Nelson, formally Miss
MntthewK. Is vIsUIiir friends lit He-

lr.

JEWFLERS

forest reserve in Grant county. A
"HI will be erected on the ground Immediately.
Marriage licenses have been Issue!
to Translto Martlnes and Flora
Cuato Soto and Beatrice Lo-PJos. S. Walters and Pragedez
Crespin.
"It Isn't after all surprising that the
Evening Instrument shouldn't know
that there Is nny attempt to "punish
the governor." How the Evening Instrument ever found out the legislature is In session Is one of the mysteries
of modern Journalism." The
Morning Journal.
Its strange some
writers who pose as sages, talk like
sausa ges.
A. H. Graham,
who years ago
bought the property known as the
Faywood Hot Springs In Luna county,
from Col. Ulck Hudson nnd mnde a
health resort of It and later sold out
to the present owner, T. C. Mcler-niot- t,
Is in the city accompanied by
Mrs. Graham.
Mr. Graham now lives
In Chicago, where In the real estate
Is
recovering a fortune
business he
he lost several years ngo In mines.
He nnd his wife are taking a pleasure
trip to the California coast.
The
Benevolent society met In the office of District At-- I
torney Clancy this afternoon and audited accounts for the month of January. The society cared for fifteen
people during the month at an expense of $X2, nnd has a small balance
left In the treasury.
Fuel was the
heaviest expense the society had to
bear during the month. The society
Is sorely in need of additional dona
tions, the resources they have at hand
keeping the work possible within
very narrow bounds.
The Woman's club owing to the
fact that their new building is not
yet completely ready for occupancy,
held their meeting at the Commercial
club yesterday afternoon, A number
of Important matters came before the
among
members for consideration,
these a proposition for the organization of a mlnlstrel show to be given
by children under the auspices of
the club and subject to the supervision of Mrs. St Clair, was considered
and approved. The details will ap
pear later as the plans are more fully
developed.
The treasurer's report
was read and disclosed the fact that
in spite of building operations
and
other extraordinary expenses a hand
some balance remained in the exchequer. Donations were thankfully
acknowledged by the club from Mrs,
A. Borders nnd Mrs. Burke, the for
mer having given to the ladles a beau
tlful oak table and the latter two attractive steel engravings. The mem
bership was Increased by the ndmls
siou of Mrs. Ida M. Andrus and Mrs.
Schaefer. On Friday evening of this
week the club will hold a meeting
under the auspices of the literary de
partment.
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20

Discount

W

Invite

pocTon Mccormick.

Liquor Hulilt Cured.
522 West Itallroad Ave.

1

20

Discount

SEMI-ANNU-

"

DISCI SSINU At TO.MOIilLES
AT ANNUAL SHOW.
Chicago, Feb. 6. Following on the
three days session of the mechanical
branch of the Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers which
was held during the Madison Square
Harden show, at which some very
Important mechanical subjects were
discussed, the engineers and factory
superintendents
of the association
held a meeting In the Chicugo Athletic club today. The gathering which
e
was largely attended, is for the
of not only giving an opportunity to further inspect the individual
cars of the association members, but
to make comparisons at the Chicago
show between the cars deriving the
benefits of the thirty-tw- o
leading engineers of the country, and
those not receiving the results of
this work. The subjects mostly considered today were clutches, springs,
shock absorbers and carbureters.
It
is expected that the discussions will
bring forth some interesting and
radical changes in methods pertaining to these specillc parts.

E. L. WASHBURN

COMPANY

&

1900

Lindemann,
206 W. Gold Avenue

Suits and Overcoats
Including the Celebrated Hart, Schaffner &
Marx Make, With'jValuesup to $28.00

COAL

Genuine American
block, per
ton
6.B0
Cerrlllos Lamp
S6.B0
Anthracite Nnt
$8.50
Anthracite mixed
$9.00
Anthracite, stove .and .furnace
sizes
$0.50
Clean Gas Coke
$0.00
WOOD.
Green Mill Wood, per load. .. .$2.85

W. H. HAHN & CO.

Both Phones.
The firm of Lommnrl g, Mattenppl
corner Seventh and Tljeras, will hereafter be known as

For three days only any Suit or Overcoat in this store
(except staple black suits) will be placed on sale at a
lower price than guaranteed clothing has ever been
sold in this town.

Your

Per Suit

Choice for
3 Days

or
Overcoat

SIMON STERN

.

CHAMPION GROCERY CO.
Our new telephone

number

Is 61.

.

THE RAILROAD AVENUE CLOTHIER

mis

NORTH FIRST STREET

115-11- 7

Between Railroad and Ccppir Ave.

Stoves and Steel Ranges
Wagon Covers,

Sheep Shears,
Dipping Tanks,

gW
o
0

o
o
it

TIN

shop

In Rear of Store

Harness,
Horse Blankets,
Saddles.

I

Wholesale anrl Rttail

6t.

HARDWARE

I

Iron Pipe, Pumps, Valves, Fittings Steam and Water
Supplies Hose and Belting.
Stoves, Ranges and Granite Iron Ware.
Bar Iron, Steel, Wagon Wood Stock, Blacksmith Supplies.

Maik
la'i

i 401,test it. aouth
403, North

Orders Solicited

rirt atrmt
riftatft

Albuquerque,

Nev Mexico

0

m

Our women's house shoes combine
daintiness with comfort
nnd wear.
We have some styles without heels,
some with low heels and some with
higher heels, narrow, medium and
wide toes. Plain slippers, Julictes
and sandals, with one. two, three or
Prices range from
four straps.
11.10 to $2.00. C. May's Shoe Store,
311 West Railroad avenue.
SiihMcrlltci fur The Cilitcii ami get
the new.

Nice

N:
Extracted

J2

Y

Live Men
Crawford

&.

Jones

ttO South Second St.
TICKETS

4

Learnard

FINAL CLEARANCE OF OUR
ENTIRE STOCK OF

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
new brick
FOlt RENT Seven-roohouHe, furnished part or whole;
large bam and chicken house; two
acres of land. See P. F. McCanna,
or Mrs. P. M. Gavin.

List your property with

Closes Saturday Night February
9th at 10 O'Clock
p p
on all Fancy Worsted and Cassimere Suits

A

Do It Today

pur-pus-

Honey for
$1.00. Order by Postal.
W. P. Allen, Box 202. Albuquerque.

'!"'"'M"'"''if''''""','"'',t'

Twenty Per Cent Discount

TODAY
We Carry the Largest Stock
of New Pianos Ever Shown
in This Territory.
SECOND HAND Pianos at
your own prices almost.
SEE US betore you buy

HARDWARE and RANCH SUPPLIES

Pr. G. C. Knouden.
Dr. O. C. Snowden. of Paint Lick,
Ky., who came here from Phoenix,
Ariz., died at 10 o'clock last night.
The body will probably be shipped to
Dr. SnowPaint Lack for burial.
den was but 22 years of age.
He
was the son of Dr. John A. Snowden,
a prominent physician of Paint Lick,
who has been telegraphed the news
of his death.

M O

SALE

AL

1K7.

NOW

In the purchase of a Piano

Established

,

On Thursday, Friday
and Saturday

We can save you money

Mr. Mary S. Totter.
Sirs. Mary S. Potter died at her
home, 210 North Edith street, at an
early hour this morning. A husband
and four children survive her. The
body will be shippeCt to Decatur, III.,
for burial. Mr. Potter and the chll
Mrs. Patdren will accompany It.
ter was a victim of tuberculosis.
She moved to Albuquerque with her
husband and family a year since
froni their former home In Decatur.

10 lbs.

THIS GREAT

Believe Us

MORTUARY

st

Send in Your Watches for Repairs

WKDNESDAY, FEBRUARY

Can-delerl- a,

TUAIV AHIUVAI.K.
No. 8 nt 8: IB p. m.
No. 4. on time.
Ht 10:30 p. m.
No.

Messengers of Spring

EVENING CITIZEN.

R.R.

AND

BOUGHT. SOLO
EXCHANGED

AitoelMtloo Offlot
TrentaetloBs

Home Insurance the Best
refrain from again saying something about Home InEvery time that the proposition presents Itself of the
surance.
tremendous amount of money that Is being sent out of New
Mexico and Arizona for life insurance to eastern cities, the conviction comes home with Increased force that a home company ought to
be patronized and the money remain in the West.
The revelations of the past year of the way the enormous surplus of
the big Eastern companies has been handled and speculated with ought to
emphasize the fact that the people of the West should stop pouring their
money Into Eastern channels when It can be placed In home Insurance,
and every dollar of It kept and Invested at home.
It Is gratifying to note that home Insurance Is year by year receiving
more and more its Just deserts. Statistics show that during the past year
home companies far exceeded foreign companies In the amount of busiWhy cannot this same record be made here? It can Jf
ness written.
every individual who takes out a policy the coming year will carefully
weigh the proposition of the value it is to keep his Insurance at home before he puts his name to the application of any Insurance company.
The Occidental Life Insurance Company of New Mexico and Arizona
Is owned and controlled by the leading business men of the two territories, and offers exceptional opportunities to ambitious and capable men
and women to sell Its policies.
CANNOT

WE

GumrantQ

ROSENFIEID'S,

1

18 W. R. R. Ave.

SOCIAL DANCE
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT
At THC
4
DANCING SCHOOL
HALL
COLOMBO
4
Admission 50c

Ladies Free

Address Home Office,

Occidental Life Insurance Company
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

n

